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INSIDE
'CAMPUS LIGHTS'
PROVES ENJOYABLE

NEWTON HOPES
TO KEEP WINNING

Page 12

Page 15

WEEKEND
WEATHER

TODAY: The National Weather Service In Paducah

forecuta a 70 percent chance of an ow today, with 1 to 3
lnchea of accumulation poulble. Hlgha In the lower
30a. I!XTINDID OUTLOOK: For Saturday through Monday. the forecaat
calla for continued cloudlneaa with gradual warming. Highs In the 408 and
50a. Lowe around 30.

NCAA rules against
athletes in calendar
dous displeasure with the
decision because the proSports Editor
ceeds from the calendar went
to the WPSD Telethon ot
The NCAA rules committee Stars.
Golf coach Buddy Hewitt,
decided late last week that
stands to lose No. 1 seed
who
the 10 Murray State athletes
Bud
Ward for at least one
who appeared on the Sigma
Sigma Sigma calendar last tournament. said he believes
fall were 1n violation of NCAA the rule ls senseless.
"I think it's ridiculous,"
rules.
The NCAA handed the Hewitt said. ''The way it's beathletes a suspension which is Ing handled is ridiculous.''
Hewitt also said that the
now being appealed, according to athletic director group receiving the most
punishment Is ultimately the
Johny Reagan.
''They told us they felt like charity.
"Sure, we'll get suspended
we were In violation, of
course, I 've appealed it," and it may hurt our win-loss
record, but it's going to hurt
Reagan said.
Usually the NCAA the charity more than
a cknowledges such appeals anythjng else," he said.
Perhaps the hardest hit
and hands the athletes a one
or two game suspension program by the NCAA ruling
depending on the length ot the
particular sport's schedule,
... CALENDAR
Page20
according to Reagan.
Reagan expressed tremenBy CLAY WALKER

~by DIANE SHEHAN

Money,answers needed
to end athletic dilemma
. , LONNII HARP
Editor In Chief

Photo-by CHRIS EVANS

Bearfooted
Dr. Mel Koch rei81H In hit Weill H•ll office wttlle modeling the
l•t•t In ltdmlnlltnltfve footwellr.

Three months after the
Board of Regents voted
down a proposal to save
money by abolishing men's
track, adminlstrators say
they still aren't sure how
they will come up with the
$66,000 needed to meet
NCAA requirements in
women's programs,
•'The bottom line right
now 1s that we're aWl 1n a
quandry," said David ,Perrin, vice president for
University relations and
development.
Presently, admtnl8trators
are looklng at three alternatives to provide the needed money: an .Increase 1n
the student activity fee,
private donations and cuts
wlthln the athletic
department.
Of the three, Perrin said
sollcttlng private contributions would be the first
choice. However, 1n ord~ to
generate $85,000 each year,
about f7M,OOO would have to
be raised.

He said a $3 increase 1n
the student activity tee paid
by full-time students at the
beginning of each semester
would generate between
$1WJ,OOO and $56,000. The fee
presently stands at $SO
half of .which goes to
athletics.
As for cuts within the
athletic department, Perrin
and President Kala M .
Stroup a gree that administrators would be hard
preaaed to come up with a
formula that wouldn't result
in a lower competitive level
for some sports.
" There's a feeling that we
could support the track
team fairly ea.stly by taldng
money out of other
budgets,'' Perrin said. " The
truth Is that there's not that
kind of flexlbWty."
He said taking $85,000
tram football and men'a
basketball - the University's most expensive programs - would mean cutting one-third of the assistant coaches from both
sports and taking 18 percent
of both operating costs.

Operating costs refer to
money not spent on scholarships or salaries.
" We could take all of the
operating dollars from
baseball, men's tennis and
golf and stll1 be $15,000
short," Perrin $aid.
" It's going to be very dif.
flcult to get money out of the
system," Stroup said .
She said the recommendation to abollah the men's
track program was made
because of tight funds and
NCAA requirements calling
for more women's coaches
and a more equitable allocation of recruiting funds .
••we believe the choice
was to discontinue track or
play at a lower level, "
Stroup said. ' 'No one wanted
to suggest cutting track - It
was a dltticult choice."
ln Ita November meeting,
the Board voted to keep the
track program, whUe at the
same time endorsing a
report which called for a lid

... DILIIIMA
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Salary ad)u
found not In ~ error
Golng1 explalned other
~r the a~
mllconceptlona. "There an
eome auiatant level p~
feuora ln the College ot
HumanWee wbo have termlnal degreu who were rnW
Ina leu tball Po,OOO a year4
So Bootb b1'aupt tllae peopa.
up to - - and when )'OU
lift · ·
- - tttap
of Glelr
..w,
mau.
a..t
,.......... 10 way up t:bare,''
he aatel.
rea~n•

The poalbWty of alleged
mlappropriatlon ot aa1ary
adjutmlllt fUada ...,-eel by
a report from the Faculty
s.nate ftD&Ilce committee
wu apparently a lot of IIDOkt
and little tlre.
A~

to Jama Bootb,

vice pruldent for academic

m.ooo

OoiDp GlrlaiMl flaCIInp
affaln, the mllundentan- lbowecl
a ,,. ~ tadlnp Item from an overaU
creue
at
tb8 ...wt&nt pro..
lack of apedflc criteria from
feuor
level
In ~ adUnlventty admlnlatraton
and tbe faculty's pneral Jack juatmenta ~tOJ.t'rat
of knowledge Oil how the tbe auociate level UICI4." at
money wu allocated from the proteaor level JD tile Col·
tbe Uldverelty.

"'ftle document the ll'aculty
Senate ..

uelna' to fllure

ralHe 11 In error and JOU

muet UDdentand we're workInC with a 11mtted amount of
money," Booth l&ld.
A December report by
Doug Goinp, cha1rman of the

Facult7 Senate finance committee, lndlcated cUecrepenclee In tbe overall percentap.
In ......,. acljuatmente approved by the Board of
Regente lut year.
B1nce then, Golnp bal met
with Booth to 41scuu the apparent dllcrepenclee and eald
h1l original tlndlnga were In
error. Qolnp met with Booth
on Jan. Jl and reported to the
Faculty Senate execuUve
committee earlier In tile
month and to the eenate
meeUnc TUeeday etaUng that
aome data wu omitted 1n b1a
report.
" Not that be (Booth) tried
to conYtnce me that the
orlgtnal percentapa were
wrong but he mentioned that
1f aome people bad been in·
eluded lt would have chanpd
the percentagea," Goings

..
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Neither rain,
nor sleet,
nor...
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lncreaae of 1.11 at the
aaaoclate profeaeor level
whlle tlie .....utant pi'Of1110r
level.tlowed a 1.01 perceat In·
creue and the fUll profeuolt
level abowed a 1.1 percent
lncreue.
Go1np l&ld .be Clllcoftred

the apparent dlacrepenc1ee
by calculatlq tbe IDcNuea
from the ltM-1181 salary
roeter and theae pecentapa
were complied on the bull of
mean a verarea. Thla la
anotller nuon the percentagM are not correct, Golngl
aald.
••1 thlnk Doug (Golnp) wt11
agree that th1l 11 not an effort
to fault the onea who made
the report but lnfomtatioll
waa

lett out," Booth aatd.

In one lnltance a faculty

member's ealary waa
calculated from the liM-1181

aa1ary raMer on a 10-month
balta and tbeQ
employment
l&id.
He l&lft Booth and hla recalculated on the new
aecretary, Barb•ra Roae, aalary roeter on a 12-month
went over the tnfonnatlon he employment basta, Booth
(Golnga) bad and were going l&ld.
other I'88IOIUI ln Gotnp'
to Include In the report
orllln&l
calculationa include
department chairmen ' s
the
omMiulon
of contracted
aalarlea, merit ralaea and
aa.lary lncreaaea, aa with full
other adjultmente above the
profe110ra who have CPAI,
or1Bin&l three percent ra1aea. and
eome human errore,
All lJ.moath aalarlee w111
Booth
aalcl.
be calculated Into the new
"One faculty member wu
percentqes aa 10-month
aalariel. The information w:ID calculated with another facul·
be leaued later thla eemetter

T.....,w.....,,.eaphollloNhlllllurnlr,.,....oul. .allllrJoltald....... - - -.....UI
e.
Tlllre.,.. 110 . . . . . . . ,...... ••aldnltl 1118 . . - fl'om Booth'• offtce u a for.
oanapl8lntlot .......~ ..-.........: - • 8lid . . IIUdlnl ltMIIII MrVII• NPMN no mal re1ponae to Gotnp'

"'t'..':"=--

lap ot HUID8D1U...
Tbere were aubataldlal dlf.
ferencee In tour out of tbe ldx
COUepl where the lncreuea
were ldPel' overall In OGtnp
ortplal ftndlnp. '!be OoUep
ot au.lneu and Public JJ.talrl, ~r example, lhowed an

December etatement. Go1np

aald.
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Fewer teenagers hurt enrollment
. , B!TH IUCHMAN
Staff Writer

A declining number of college age teenagers is one
reason that enrollment here
has dropped drastically in recent years, according to Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions
and records.
Between 1980 and 1986 a 25

percent enrollment decrease
was reported by colleges and
universities in southern n.
Unois and western Kentucky,
Bryan said.
He said Murray State was
hit hardest in 1984-1985, with
an 8.5 decrease in enrollment.
The enrollment in 1986 is
expected to hold its own,
Bryan said, though •'there

Kellle comes b.a ck
to earth and Murray
Dr. Andrew Kellle of the
engineering technology
department recently spent
six months in Australia mainly in the air.
Kellle taught plane surveyIng \ and photogrammetlc
surveying (preparing maps
fromphotos taken from the
air) at Darling Downs Institute in Too~oomba,
Queensland, from early July
through mid-December.

ween MSU and Darling
Downs is a large correspondence effort because
some people live so far away.
Australia has 16 million people in a country approximately as large as the continental
United States."

Kellle said the institute was
helpful in providing him a
chance to visit local industry.
He had the opportunity to
view a hydrographic survey
He was In Australia as part of Brisbane Harbor.
of the International Teacher Queensland is five times as
Exchange program. Dr. large as Japan with only twoGraham Cooper of Darling thirds the population.
Downs took Kellle's place at
''As a faculty member, I enMSU.
joyed the opportunity to work
"I had 120 students in my with other surveyers. I am
two classes," Kellle said. the only surveyor here at
"The main difference bet- MSU." Kellle said.

has been a large decline in the
number of available
freshman. The number of
transfer students from junior
colleges also has dropped
along with their enrollment.

late 1980s before leveling oH
ln the 1990s, then declining

with area high schools in
order to recruit more proagain by the mtd-19908.
spective students. "President
(Kala M.) Stroup has been
He said a director of school very supportive of the new
relations w111 be hired to work position,'' he said.

"The national average
decline ls 18 percent...this
problem has not been isolated
to just Murray State. If the
number of available students
decreases, enrollment is
bound to decrease," Bryan •
said.
Enrollment for the fall of
1985 was 7,2915. There is usual-

ly a six percent drop between
the spring and fall semesters,
Bryan said. This decrease
would make enrollment approximately 6,750. A five percent decrease was reported In
1986.

Bryan said demographic
data has played a large part
in the decline ln enrollment at
MSU, since Murray draws a '
large portion of its students
from agricultural areas and
there has been a significant
decrease in the farm population in this area.
· •r:here is no real industry
around here. There is not
much for these students to
come back home to, so they
are leaving," he explained.

The Air Force hu • apeclal prog ram for 1e&e BSN'a. If
aelected, you can enter active duty aoon attar graduation-without waiting for the r"ulta of your State Boarda. To
qualify, you muat have an overaii"B" average.
After commlaalonlng, you'll attend a five-month
lntarnahlp at a major Air Force medical facility. Ira an
axcallant way to prepare for the wide range of experiences
you'll have Mrvlng your country aa an Air Force nurte
officer. For more Information contact:

88gt8obFreller
(101) Ill M11

Bryan said enrollment is
expected to increase 1n the
A arut way of lite.
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WE HAVE STACKS OF WAX
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MAJOR LABELS - TOP ARTISTS

University SWre
A Sound Investment Save Big Bucks

Pop, Rock, Folk, Jazz and Classical
Limited Time. Come Early for Best Selection.
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Snow accumulation
reveals weaknesses
l...ast winter's lessons in snow
removal may have helped out when
the campus was hit with several inches at the beginning of the week, but
this winter's flrat accumu lated
snowfall may have shown an underlying weakness in the physical plant's
new snow removal procedure.
Some sidewalks were clear of snow
Tuesday morning, which was a
welcome relief. However, the
pedestrian mall and Its branches had
their share of packed snow and lee to
greet morning travelers. And even
though the sun cleared some of the lee
and snow the physical plant didn' t, icy
conditions did prove bothersome.
Now that the University has figured

out how to uncover the snow in aome
spots, next time it might concentrate
on clearing more of the campus.
If physical plant workers could
start patrolling the campus and dropping salt before the snows started fall·
lng, It might decrease the tee hazards.
Especlally on steps and heavUy
traveled walkways, aome form of lee
removal should be considered.
At least thla time snow wasn't pUed
up behind cars in parking lots and
walkways were partially visible by
momlng. Some kinks still exist In the
University's snow removal pollcy. In
the future, grounds planners might
try to set an early trap to mln1rnJze ice
buUdup as well as clearing away plied
up snow.

LonnleH•rp
Editor In Chief

Ontlle Herndon
Manager

Busl~

Michele llmrnone
Viewpoint Editor

AnnUndlnl
Adviser

FEEDBACK
Sharing good fortune
· To the Editor:

elusion, or just myopic thinking.
The liberal arts are an important
Is there a correlation between a
part
of the total university program,
.new Industry and Technology
however.
an apology should not be
Building and the suppression of the
made by industry and technology
liberal arts?
because they may obtain an adequate
Maybe it is trying to use an lncor. facillty to teach their majors. A new
rect statistical model to draw a con- facillty should not d1min1sh the impor-

tance of broad thinking and
ltberal arts .

the

Industry and technology has a function as does the liberal arts. Should
they be opposing forces? I do not think
so. I believe we should revel in the
good fortune of industry and

technology and would hope they,
should such good fortune befallltberal
arts, would return their In-kind
support.
Dr. Joe Baust
Elementary and Secondary Education
department

Registration apologies
To the Editor :
I returned from my fall semester In
Kenya just In time to encounter spr.
ing semester registration. Like the
students who ;faced long delays and
considerable inconvenience, those of
us who were working at the various
registration stations were upsP.t and
, concerned by all the problems we experienced with the new system .

At the tlrst meeUng of the Registration Committee this 'Semester the
members asked me to write to the student body to tell you that we share
your concerns. We also want to thank
you for the patience and politeness
you demonstrated during the January
travail. •
Finally, we want to let you know
that we are meeting regularly to try
to assure that future registrations run

far more smoothly, more efflclenUy, qualities of our student body always
and faster than our last one.
come through in times of adversity,
Of course, no one can guarantee and your: mature and considerate
that the Wicked Witch of the East reactions to our problems during the
won't put the hex on our computer January registration demonstrate
again, but we will try very hard to once again why you make this such a
have systems in place which wlll great 'Place in which to llve and work .
minimize student )nconvenlence in
the future .
Frank Julian
Again, thank you for your patience
Vice Preeident
and understanding. The finest
for Student Development

A new bed for the Gover.nor?
Sometimes thlngs just get
carried too far.
I thought it odd about two
weeks ago to read that a local
furniture store which had gotten into the video-tape renting
business was further diversifying by adding tanning beds
to the four-posters and
waterbeds lt offers.
These tanning beds are for
rental only, of course, but
with these additions, 1t Is probably safe to say the Murray
has the most tanning beds per
capita than any other Kentucky town.
But the competition is
fierce.

Like in Frankfort, where
the state's chief executive has
even gotten into the act.
It was reported this week
that the Governor bought a
tannJng bed this summer with
state funds . She keeps the
20-bulb bed ln a shack behind
her mansion and says 1t wUl
remain as a permanent fix·
ture of · the Governor ' s
quarters.

traveling abroad and courting industrial prospects. I
wouldn't be surprised U Gov.
Collins didn't oil-up before
Now, no doubt, those runn- sealing the Toyota deal.
ing for her job wlll be 1m·
pressed by the cosmetic aids
President Kala M. Stroup
that come with the territory. said she has never considered
It is not out of the question installing a tanning bed at
to think that a Native Tan Oakhurst, which comforts me
would be benettclal when to no end.

"I've never even had it on
my Christmas list, " Stroup
said.
Nobody knows who requested the $3,250 heat lamp
for Collins, and since she's off
In the 'Middle East, she can't
tell us how it got there.
The president of the company that sold the state the
bed says he thinks the fact
that the governor uses a tanning bed adds a lot of credlblll·
ty to the industry and went on
to say that it's good to see a
healthy tan glow on her face
even in the depths of winter.
Sure It is.
So now Collins has a leg up

on other state chiefs and I
hope that Kentucky is proud
of its newest Bahama Mama.
As long as Collins lsn •t as
hasty in her tanning routine
~ she is when eating airline
food, she'll be fine, I guess.
And now we can be sure
that our welfare is in good
(and nicely tanned) hands.
As for other ad ministrators. they' Ll probably
have to continue to duck into
tanning salons to keep that
healthy look. Or if they're
lucky, maybe that can just
slip into one of the beds for a
few minutes while they're
making a deal on a din!ng
room suit.

n.-, ..... .._ e
Sa/ary-.-----~----------------
February 14. 1 •

eonunued from ,... 2
ty member's salary. These
things happen," Booth said.
According to a memo handed out at the December
Faculty Senate meeti.rlg, Goings' investigation was spur.
red by a letter sent to Booth
earlier in the year from Dr.
Fai'ouk Umar. profeaor of
political and legal stu<lles.
Umar said he gave the information to Booth and that
Booth acknowledged the
discrepenctes. He then suggested that Umar take his fin.
d1ng8 to the dean of his college. By this time, however,
that particular dean, Dr.
David Eldredge , was on
sabbatical.
' 'The salary raiaes came
out. I got three percent. Other
members got three percent.
Then in the faculty luncheon
(President Kala) Stroup had
in August she said we had
taken care of adjustments for
full professor's salarys,' '
umar said.
But Umar said that thla was
apparently not done. He noted
one professor who received
only a 2.8 percent increase. " I
guess he' s below standard,"
he said.
Umar said he recieved no
reasons as to why he got

nothing over and above the ticular college. The final Gene Garfield, associate proorig1nal th~e percent.
awards were left up to the teaaor of polltical and legal
''When all you are getting ta deans.
studies, Eldredge said.
8 per cent and there is a pool
The recommendation was
Umar was recommended
of money that 1a allocated for for an adjustment amount in supposed to have read a $480
adjustmenta In salary& and excess of $1.000 but, accor- increase. This somehow got
you don't get any, the least ding to Eldredge, .umar was revetsed and read S8{0. 'nle
they can do 1s tell you why, •• denied any extra adjustment miatake was unnoticed and
Umaraald.
on the baa1s of market condi- was allowed to go through.
"I knew there waa a pool tions. Eldredge said he was Eldredge said.
Section 15.8 of the salary
but not how much," Umar trytng to help tull profeuors
but that more money was policy in the faculty handbook
said, " Nobody told us."
needed to help those pro- states that "salary inThe pool of money Umar fessors the college stood a
crements above the base
retered to was $47,700 in chance of losing because of salary figure will be baaed
monies from reallocations low salaries.
upon the following factors:
within the University tor the
meritorious performance, exUmar
said
he
was
not
acspecific adjuatmenta of full
cusing the admtnistration of traordinary service to the
mishandllng the funds but University, market condithat he doean 't neceaaarlly tions, and for the purpose of
agree with their judgemen~. correcting salary ineHe also said he' was concem- quities...The specific criteria
ed that the montes allocated and procedures to be
to the College of Business and employed in each college or
PubUc Affairs were not admtnistrative unit should be
communicated in writing to
professor's salarlea · accor- handled properly.
. ding to a memo from Booth to
Money .went to other ranks faculty and professional stafl
Stroup.
in that college, Eldredge said, in that coueae or unit."
Eldredge said he received
According to Booth the which was authorized by
no specific criteria. "We
$47,700 pool was to be handed Booth.
out to the deana of each col" You must understand the (deans) were left to our own
lege in proportion to the amount was very small. devices,' ' he sald.
number of full professors in Booth can tell you the exact ~ According to Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of ~the College of
each of those colleges. 'nle amount," Eldredge said.
Booth said he authorized a Science, no apeclflc criteria
chairman of each department
was then to submit recom- small amount to be given to was given to him from higher
mendations from evaluations two of Eldredge's assiatant administrative officlala as to
they made of each professor professors whom Eldredge the allocation of monies allotto the deans of their par- felt deserved something ted to his college for further
adjustments for full
extra.
professors.
•'I think the amount was
•'The criteria was perfor$100 or $120," Booth said.
There was also a mistake mance based and I developed
with the dollar mark made on • some criteria. It was also basand attacks by raiders. She Eldredge's recommendation ed on the chairmen's recomsaid there is plenty of action of a salary adjustment for Dr. mendations," Boggess said.
to hold the reader's interest.
The book should be on the
shelves any day, she said.
Lorrah's eighth novel,

'I knew there was
a pool but not

how_ much'

Lorrah finishes seventh
book of science fiction
Science fiction enthusiasts
wJll be pleased to know that
Dr. Jean Lorrah has completed her seventh book in the
SimeGen aeries.
Lorrah, an MSU Engllah
professor, said that her book,
Ambrov Keon, 1a a science
fiction love story •'between
two people who were really
bom to kill each other, but instead they fall in love and
have to figure out how to Uve
together."
The story involves the
rebuilding of a civilization.
Lorrah said she packed the
story with storms, chases,

Dick Usher. president of
the Faculty Senate, said he
had hoped the money
allocated for full professor's
salary adjustments would go
to full professors but that it
did not.
" It'• definite that the
money wasn't handed out to
all the professors," he said.
Usher said that the money
was handed out according to
criteria decided on by the
deans but this criteria was
general information such aa
market conditions and years
of service.
'''nle deans used It the way
they wanted to," Usher said.
Booth said he issued a
memorandum to the deans
stating that the money
allocated for full profeuors
waa not for across the board
increuea and the money
should be handled according
to the general criteria given
in the faculty handbook
salary policy.
"The deans were to look at
market conditions. pertormance of the professor and
the recomendations from the
chairmen,'' he said, "Thia
money was not for across the
board raises. "

Fllght to the Savqe Empire ,

was written with Wlnaton
Howlett and wUl be pubUahed
in March. In it, two people
discover poUtical corruption
in the Aventine Empire. The
characters encounter ruffians, such as gamblers and
drug dealers.
Lorrah said she has three
more books that should be
publ18hed before the end of
the year.

Light up her
eyes with a
diamond
solitaire from
Puckett's\~
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Jewelry ~__,
I022 Main St.
Benton, Ky. 42025
Telephone: (502)527·3040

•••
Y2 Ct. Solitaire '72900
• Affordable Quality
• Visa ·Mastercard

Boggess also said that the
administration had more to
do with the pool and how 1t
was allocated than he did.
"Booth had more to do with
this than we did. J·m not try.
ing to pa.sa this oft on Booth,
but he did have more to do
with it," Boggeaa sald.

Y4 Ct. Solitaire

'26900
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Hot Air Balloons
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Dilemma----------Continued from Pege 1
on new money for athletics
and a commitment to continue play at current divisional levels.
Jay Flanagan, coach of
the men's track program,
said cutting money from
men's track would also
mean a reduced competition
level.
Track counts for three
conference sports: crosscountry, indoor track and
outdoor track. The men's
track program currently
has an operating budget of
about $19,000, Flanagan
said.
The football team competes in the NCAA's Division I-AA whlle all other
varsity teams compete on
the Division I level.
"We still haven't come up
with any long-term solution,' ' he said, noting that no
time frame has been set on
deciding.
Flanagan ~ aid that delaying a decision Is handicapping a number of athletic
programs.

While adnlinistrators are
deciding on how to find the
money lor athletics, some
coaches are havtng a 'hard
time recruiting and planning for future seasons.
Flanagan said he has
about six more weeks to talk
with prospective runners,
but is unable to make any offers because of the question
over funding .
"It's hurting our total program," he said. "It's hard
because we are compettng
with other schools (for
athletes) and when they try
to make a comparison, I
can't tell them how much we
can offer them."
Stroup said that coaches
have been asked to make
proposals on how the situation might be remedied, but
Perrin said any alternatives
are stlll in the discussion
stage.
Flanagan said he has
completed his proposal, but
said Wednesday that it had
not been forwarded to
anyone. While he said that

Open ,houses scheduled
Open houses for recruiUng
are scheduled to begin Feb. 21
and last through March 6, ac
cording to Carmen Garland ,
a cting director of schoo,
relations.
Open houses are planned to
reach out to high school
juniors and seniors In surrounding areas. " Our open
houses do two_ things , ' '

Ga•·Iand said. "Flrst. they
wake up students who don't
realize that it's time to send
in financial aid and housing
papers.
" Second, It answers questions for them. We have
representatives from each
college and from alumni,
athletics. housing and financial aid on hand to help them
out."

he wouldn't mind participating in across-theboard cuts, Flanagan said
he doesn't believe any program should be singled out
or penalized because of the
Board's decision.
"It wasn't a decision
made by me (to keep men's
track),'' Flanagan said. "I
fought for 1t because I felt a
need for the ~ple ln this
program."
The NCAA's Title IX requirements call for a fulltime assistant coach for
women's basketball, a fulltime head coach for
women's volleyball, a parttime assistant volleyball
coach and a reallocation of
recruiting funds between
men's and women's teams:
The discrepancies in the
program came to light as a
result of a review by the Offlee of Civil Rights. The
University is required to till
the positions and reallocate
the recrulting money by
Sept. 1.
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I TOWN IS AT

Correction
An article published In the
Feb. 1 edltlon of The Murray
State News (Probation
numbers increase) reported

that a student must raise a
point deficit from the
previous semester to remain
in school.
The sentence should have
read that the deficit would
have to be decreased or the
student would face
suspension.
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NEWSbriefs
.
Grant deadline set
The Committee on Institutional Studies and Research
deadline for research grants and presidential fellowship
grants is Monday at 4:30p.m.
,
All faculty and staff members who want to apply must do so
in Room 205 or Room 104 of Wilson Hall.
Research grants usually pay approximately $60.000 on a
strict budget, while presidential fellowships pay $3,500 to be
used accordingly, said Dr. Peter Whaley of the geosciences
department. The committee will review the proposals and
make its decisions ln March.

Computer rental offered
Faculty and students who need computers but find the computer labs too crowded now can lease IBM compatible computers, dot matrix printers and letter quality printers.
The service is being offered by Frank Teague, microcomputer repair techniclan on campus.
Prices for the computer rental are $295 per semester, $75 per
month or $20 a week . The letter quality printers wlll be
a vallable for .$2.fi0 per day, the dot matrix printers for $2 a day.
For more information contact Teague between4:30 and 5:30
p.m . Monday through Thursday at 762-2102.

Students to exhibit art
Artwork of the students of Robert W. Head, professor, will
be on exhibit Saturday through March 4 ln the Currls Center
gallery.
The display is titled "203: An Exhibition," and includes
drawings, sculptures and other works of the 13 students in Art
203, an intermediate drawing class.
A reception is scheduled from 3-4:30 p.m. in the gallery on
Sunday. Hours for the Currls Center gallery are 8:30a.m. to 8
p.m. Monday through Friday and noon to 8 p.m. on saturday
and Sunday.

Genealogy class to meet

Tutoring aids
IDC students
For students who flnd world
civilization courses too much
to handle, there Is a program
set up especially for them.
A tutoring service has been
set up to teach proper study
skills and strategy for approaching the world ctviliza.
tlon courses, said Patty
Jachowicz, coordinator of
tutorial services.
Several students came for
help last semester. according
to Robert Drake, the tutor tor
the courses but few have
come this semester possibly
because they have not had
their first test.
Although the program is
designed to help the student,
they will have to do the work
themself, Drake said. "It ls
up to the individual to
prepare and to motivate
himself before he comes to
lab," he sald.
Ken Wolf, history professor
in charge of the study labs
sald that the Jabs do help.
"About 10 percent of the
world civilization students
visit the labs during the
semester," he sald.
The main factor for the student is the mot : vation and
wllllngness to learn, Wolf
said. He has seen students
raise their grade one letter
because of the labs, he sald.
There were 48 students who
came to the labs last fall,
Jachowlcz said.
Marla Stallard, a freshman
from Belleville, Ill., participated in the lab last
semester. She had IDC 101
under Dr. Hugh Lawson and
said the lab proved to be very
beneficial to her.
"I got a C out of the class
and the lab helped out a lot. I
think it is a good program. I
only wish that more people
would go to them,' ' Stallard

"Genealogy : A Hobby For Life," a non-credit course, will
meet Monday evenings, Feb. 24-Marcb 24 from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m . in the Pogue Special Collections Library.
The course is designed for individuals who are interested in
learning how to search for earlier generations in a variety of said.
types of records and locations.
Dorothy M. Bym, course instructor, will assist in finding lost
facts about families in military, federal, state and local
records and in fil11ng out charts and writing a family history.
Interested persons should contact the Center for Continuing
Education.
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Avi'd athletic fan recalls
early days of basketball

cam

By LISA JACKION
Aulatant Campus Life Editor

Photo by DANNIE PRATHER

RECALLING THE DAYI of the lettermen IWNW to Allletant C8mpul Life ldltor LIM JHklon II
0.. Drop Rowlett, • fonMr IIUf'I'8Y lt8te COIICh Md AI-Ainertcen ........... ,..,_,,

Dew Drop Rowlett, former
MSU basketball player and
coach , now adds the honor of
being chosen Racer Fan of
the Week to her long list of
athletic awards.
Rowlett was chosen at the
Eastern game on Jan. 24
"because she's been a lifelong supporter and also
because s he's been an
outstanding a thlete and coach
at MSU," said Craig Bohnert.
sports information director.
"I've been going (to Racer
ballgames ) for many, many
years. I sure dtd appreciate it
(the honor)," Rowlett said.
''I'm a big fan - ever since I
carne to school here. I've just
been a Thoroughbred for a
long time.' '
Rowlett played basketball
at Murray State in 1933,' when
the games were played on the
stage in Lovett Auditorium.
''My thing Ia basketball.
That's why 1 came to Murray
State way back in the good ole
days,'' Rowlett said.
" I just played one year then
they disbanded the girls
basketball. I don't guess we
raised enough thunder back
then," she said.
Rowlett played tennis and
softball at MSU after the
basketball progr am was
cancelled.

In 1968 Rowlett organized
women's basketball as a club
s port a t MSU. The team
became the Lady Racers in
1971, and she continued to be
its coach untU 1977.
Pat Seib of Evansvllie, Ind.
played under Rowlett in 1968.
" She knew her basketball. We
had a lot of respect for her.
We tried to do our best," Seib
said.
Rowlett started playing
basketball in the third grade.
" We played in the afternoons
a fter school until I got to high
school and then we played at
night," s he said.
After attending hlgh school
in Mississippi Rowlett attend·
ed Freed-Hardeman College
in Henderson, Tenn. for two
years. Roy Stewart, who was
the head football coach at
Union Unlverslty ·in Jackson,
Tenn., saw Rowlett play. He
came to MSU a year later and
helped recruit her. "He was a
big influence on me,' • Rowlett
said.
"l wish everybody could
participate in athletics. You
learn so many things in
athletics. You've got to learn
to give. You 've got to learn to
take," she sa1d.
In 1936 Rowlett started her
career as teacher and coach
at Murray High School, a

... DEWDROP
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Chance at the Super Bowl

Wells coordinates second Hawaiian Pro-Bowl
He has a five -year contract.
' 'Most of of the paper work
Staff Writer
is done when I get there. What
I must do is to communicate
Working one week a year their ideas to the kids on the
may seem la cksldaslcal to football field," Wells said.
some people, but seven days
of labor for one University
was allowed
professor may result In
worldwide attention on the
to spend
most watched event on
television.
$20,000
David A. Wells, associate
professor of music, has such a
on props'
job- designing, coordinating
and preparing the pre-game
and halftime performances at
The pre-game show was
the Pro Bowl football game in performed by the
Honolulu, Hawaii.
360-member Pearl City High
After coordinating his se - School Band of Hawaii. Durcond Pro Bowl game last ing the show t he band unrollweekend, the director Is now ed a 20 x 30 yard American
being considered for the f lag, a slightly smaller
Super Bowl haJftime show.
Hawaiian flag a nd finally a 11>
In the Pro Bowl job, Wells x 20 yard flag s howing the
Is directly responsible to Pete presidential seal.
" The pre-game s how was
Rozelle and the ABC television network for the produc- much like one on the
tion o f the Hi- m i nute mainland except we didn't
have to worry about funds. I
performances.
By JOHN WATSON

was allowed to spend $20,000
on props for both shows,"
Wells said.
The halftime s how was a
salute to the ethnic children

•1 hope some
day you'll see
me at the
Super Bowl'

'I

Alii laM.
Scholarlhlp
audltlonl tor high

IChOOI mualc:

aenlora 8 a.m.

FIINII Recital Halt

l•lleiiiii.Aacera

vs. TenMIMeTICh

!I and 7:30 p.m .
Racer Arena,

ensemble numbers, then a
major number b y the
130-member Honolulu Boys
Choir.
" These kids are just great

to work with. There were
1,200 in the total cast ranging
in age t rom six to 16 and nationalities from Japanese to
Portuguese , and most of thern
had never performed on a
footbaJI field before, " Wells
said .
"That ' s where the
DntciA. Weill
challenge comes ln. To communicate the Ideas of the
of the Islands. Its theme was:
NFL
ABC to the kids and
'/ It's a small world." The then and
transfer them on to the
show consisted of a series of football field."

Although Wells was communicating other people's
Ideas to the students and not
his own, he didn' t look at it as
any leas of a challenge. " It's
fun lOr me to take their ideas
and just see what 1 can make
happen," he said.
Despite the variety of nationalities , Wells said
language was not a major
problem in putting the performances together. " I've been
around the Islands enough to
Jmow that I need to speak
slowly and clearly. Il that
dosen't work the pictures I
draw usually will. Being the
only mainlander involved
directly wtth the performance can be both an honor
and a handicap," Wells said:

.

LMMoolllltoW.

Swine lhow t Oa.m.

Expoaltlon Center.

........ Racatt

vs. Middle

TenMtMe !I and

7:30 p.m. "-cer
ANna.

,.......,.., JuiM
end Jllrl 2 and 1

~~· Center

......._Amy

Wef'lctlky, plano, 8
Annex Recital
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------------Dew DroP - - -0-ne_o_t_th_e_m- os_t_m_e_m_o_ra-b-le W e l l s -Despite
the tremendous
Continued from P-oe I

career she continued tor 30
years. In her physical education classes Rowlett had only
two rules. " Don't say 'I can't'
or 'I'm nervous.' I can't stand
that,'' she said.
Rowlett was chosen as an
All-American in 19M. In 1968
she was chosen as one of Ken tucky's Outstanding Women
in Sports. In 1980 Rowlett was
named the Volunteer State
Athletic Conference Coach of
the Year. She was recogniZed
as the Founder of Kentucky
Women ' s I n tercollegiate
Athletic Conference ln 1981.
One thing bothers Rowlett
about winning awards : "I
don't think any player can do
anything without his
teammates."

'They only had
ten rules then

Rowlett says some money
is wasted in college athletics.
She noted that, whlle many
coaches complain about the
number ot athletic scholarships being cu t, having
smaller traveling squads
"would cut down on your
expenses."
When Rowlett was in
school, expenses were controlled by using work scholarships. She explained that ln
exchange for working on
campus the recipients would
get their room, board and tuition paid.

times in Rowlett's life was
meeting Dr. James Naismith,
the inventor of basketball.
Rowlett was chosen to slt at
the same table as Naismith at
a luncheon she attended.
"That was the most thrilling
thing, '' she said.
Naismith started basketball in Springfield, Mass. us·
ing peach baskets with the
bottoms cut out for goals,
Rowlett said. "They only had
10 rules then. Now there's a
big ole book of them,·' she
said.
Rowlett estimates that she
watches at least three to four
games a week. "I'm for
athletics. They take care of a
lot of students that couldn't do
something else," she said.
Kathy, Rowlett's daughter.
is a lso very active in
athl etics . She attended
Southern Illinois University
on a tennis scholarship. She
a l so p l ayed b ask e tb all,
volleyball and golf. •' My
daughter was a real outstanding athlete," she said.
Rowlett was chosen as the
first female inductee in the
Freed-Hardeman College
Hall of Fame in 1985, the
same year her daughter was
inducted into SIU's Hall of
Fame.
Dew Drop, Rowlett's first
name, has caused her some
problems although some of
her high school comrades
thought lt was appropriate.
She explained that her friends
thought Dew Drop was her
nickname for her basketball
ablllties, telling her to "Do
drop It ln.''
Rowlett said her father ·
came up with her name. "He
just always thought that dew
in the morning w1th the sun
coming up was so pretty,''
she said.

, Cigarettes

,-Snacks

"'Groceries

,- Self Serve

Continued from Pl.. I

One of the most enjoyable
parts of the job for Wells outside of working with the
youngsters - was being able
to meet all the NFL's best.
•'The chance to meet these
guys is great. And usually
before the game I get a
chance to rub s houlders with
the broadcasters like O.J .
Simpson and others.
"The exciting thing this
year was that there was a
Murray State graduate there
who was ln the Racer Marching Band in 1977. You can
believe that he made sure I
knew he was watch ing."
Wells said.
A great deal of credit for
getting his Pro Bowl job goes
to Murray State's marching
band, according to Wells.
" I'm s ure the Racer Band
had a lot to do with m e getting
that phone call two years ago.
They have brought both me
and Murray State a lot of
pride."

show concepts the Pro Bowl
brings. Wells said because of
the difference ln funds there
can be Uttle carry over with
what he does there and with
the Racer Band.
After teaching and directing at Murray State for the
past 11 years. Wells lsleavlng
for an undisclosed position
elsewhere. "My wife and I
have really enjoyed our time
here at Murray, but it's time
to move on," he said.
Although Wells is leaving
Murray State he wUl not be

leaving the Pro Bowl. He is
under contract unW 1990 to
coordinate the pre.game and
halftime shows.
In addition to the Pro Bowl
job, Wells is in the negotiating
and planning stage for the job ·
of directing' the halftime performance ot the Super Bowl.
" I hope some day you w1ll
see me at the Super Bowl.
Presently the posslblllt y
looks great. It's exciting to be
1n this position , just waiting,
but just look what I have to
watt tor," he said.
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Video project hoped to help
public relations, recruiting
By CATHY DAVENPORT

Staff Writer

The rapldly-growmg video
cassette craze has brought
new ideas to school relations,
and plans are underway for
the making of a video which
wlll be sent to surrounding
high schools as a University
recruiting tool.
"I'm hoping the tapes will
be used as a preliminary vislt
by students who are already
interested in Murray State,' '
said carmen Garland, acting
coor dinator of school relations, who made the initial
plans for the video.
Garland said th e tape,
which will be similar to a
video cassette, wlll be a sequence order repr esentation
of all the events that happen
on campus - academic,
athletic and social - as seen
through the eyes of a typical
college student.
The video will be entirely
"homemade," according to
Garland. It wUI be produced
through the cooperation of
members of the Faculty
Resource Center and University media.
The script for the video is
being written by institution
consultant Doug Nesbit, and
all taping will be done by Nick
Childers, media specialist.
Pat Clement, media coordinator, is 1n charge of the
video's production.

Clement said there is a
good chance that the narrator
for the video will be an adult;
however, according to
Garland, several students
will have the oppurtunlty to
speak.
" We wanted the 'stars' to
'be students because without
them it wouldn't be Murray
State University, with Jts
warm , friendly atmosphere.' '
Garland sa id.
Garlan d be li eves t h e
University's m edia is professional enough to produce a
high-quality video at only a
small portion of the cost lt
would require to have one
produced by professionals.
" We'll be t:te first ones to
actually come up with our
own tape, to my knowledge,' '
Garland said.
According to Clement, the
idea for a public relations
video was not new to the
Faculty Resource Center
when Garla n d contact ed
them . Approximately on e
month will be spent drafting a
script that will get the desired
message across to perspective students.
Clem ent also urges all campus organizations to contact
the production cr ew it they
have scheduled events they
want perspective students to
know about.
"We hope we can get a couple of minutes (taping) of
many campus activities so we
can have a wide choice to
select from,'' Clement said,
"but, of course, we can't pro-

mise to come out and tape
everything."
Approximately $4600 was
a llocated for the video project. July 1 is the deadline.
The tapes then wlll be mailed
or hand·dellvered to high
school counselors for viewing
during the next school yea r.
"The tape has no 11mttations so fa r ," Ga rland said.
" W e j u s t h ope the
(cooperative) response from
students and fa culty is huge
because it's important that
we show off Murray State.''
So.•. somewhere, sometime,
when you least expect it don 't be surprised it someone
steps up to you and says,
"Smile! You're on 'MSU
Vi<teo. "'
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Classic Greek play
still funny In 1986
"Delightfully dirty" is one
way of describing the upcoming theater production of
"Lyslstrata," according to
James 1. Schempp, director.
Written in the fifth century
B.C., by Aristophanes, the
play is a classical Greek
comedy.
The setting ls the Greek
Acropolis where a group ot
women lead by Lyslstrata,
played by Mary Elaine
Weinert ot Loulsvllle. plot to
bring an end to the 20-year
war between Athens and
Sparta. The play involves the
women's peace plan, which is
really a sex strike, and the
consequenses of thel.r
decision.
Photo by CHRIS EVANS
Schempp said he chose
"Lyststrata"
because it was
OLD MAN W!ITHEIM!A, played by cam WUIIIIml of OrMd Riven, cotnplahw about hla femlly
different from past Universl·
membera to hla lawyer, franklin P. Dewey, pl8yecl by hn Ornea of Lexington In thll yaar'a
ty productions and because a
~uctlon of "Campue Llghta."

Greek comedy never has
been performed before.
"I'm hoping it will attract
college students. 1 see this as
adult entertainment because
of the ideas belng presented,"
Schempp said.
Some people have considered the production poten.
tially ofienslve, according to
Schempp. He said it is impor·
tant for the audience to
realize that Urnes have not
changed much In 2,IWO years.
"Lysistrata' • will be per.
formed in the R.E . .Johnson
Theatre, Feb. 20-22 at 8 p.m.
Admission is $4 for adults, $3
for students and senior
citizens or by season ticket.
Ticket information may be
obtained by calling the box of·
fice at 762-6797.

Production problems don't hamper musicality
Something odd happened to
me on the way back from wat.
ching the 49th annual veJS>ion
of Campus Lights - 1 liked it.
Oh It's far from perfect, but
several of the traditional gee1-wish-they-would-stop-dolngthat aspects of the production
(over two-hours on stage, inane dialogue) have been
phased out to produce oneand-a-halt hours of
entertainment.
The show began with the
entire cast singing •'That's
Entertainment,' • which
featured fine singing and
quite a few mtsques in the
choreography. Things picked
up with the "Java Jive," sung
by a quartet dominated by tht>
incredible voice of Jennifer
Beck, Calvert City, who also
closed the show with
''Memory.''
The next scene showed the
. talents of Rayla Beth
Bridges, Paducah, for the
first time, in a song called

"Mr. Sellack." Bridges seemed to have nothing to do Whoopee" suffered from the belonged to Faye Williams,
same thing.
East Prairie, Mo., whose
played Nellie Belle, the with the storyline.
Hlghllghts of the show in- soulful rendering of "Walk
female lead to Ben Graves
The trio of Brian Sirles, cluded Monlque Butler's Him Up the Stairs,'' Uterally
geek-llke role of Franklin
Louisville,
Leigh Ann funky slnglngof "Think." and sent chllls down my spine.
Dewey.
Crawford, MadlsonvUJe, and the band's tribute to Lovett
There· are still some corny
Bridges' acting and singing
was constant throughout, as Robert DeSimone, Nashville, Auditorium featuring solos on jokes and the singing on
was Graves', who performed as Russian sabbateurs of- sax by Mike Congiardo, "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy"
an excellent version of •'Lost fered marginal comic relief trumpet by Lyle Manwaring ls lame, but this year's show
in the Stars" at the end of the but their singing was mainly and trombone by bandleadeJ· is definitely worth the price of
drowned out by the band. Dean Smith.
first act.
admission.
Bridges
solo of "Making
The showstopper, however,
Kevin Sitton does an
-DanH«~l
average job on hls solo of
"You're Nobody 'til
Somebody Loves You." but
he seemed tentative to really
let go, which could have made
the song stand out. cam
Williams, playing the central
character of Old Man
Designers of Travel,
Weslheimer, leaves
something to be desired in hls
acting ability, but makes up
for it with the song "I Wish I
was 18 Again."
Act two begins with the cast
singing "Strike Up the Band"
From $209 to $289
and "Fasclnatin' Rhythm,"
which were fine musically but
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Walker's nOvel depicted superbly
Steven Spielberg's muchheralded venture tnto serious
a dult films results in a very
rewar ding story of people
searching for love in Th e Col or Purple (PG-18) .

true love, Shug Avery, a
nightclub singer of questionable reputation. Shug,

TheOb

W h oop! Goldberg Is
outstanding in her film debut
as Celie, a young black
woman faced with the separation of her children and the
only person who reaJiy loves
her. her sister Nettie.
Danny Glover (Silverado)
is excellent as Albert, who
marries Celie so she can take
care of him and his three
children. Albert often beats
Celle and constantly breaks
her spirit by hiding Jetters
from Nettle.
Celie's miserable life Is
made a llt!le happier when
Albert brings home his one

PmPe

looks at the complicated lives
of Shug, Albert and Sophia,
the strong-willed woman who
marries Albert's son Harpo.
Spielberg does an exceptional job of showing all the
pain, joy and frustration in
each character, while keeping Celie in the spotlight.
Some of the sct\nes seem a
bit far-reaching. Uke the convenient way C, tie inherits a
home and the rourse that Nettie'l'l life taket . but it does not
detract from an otherwise
fine story, adapted from the
Pulitzer 'f'rize-winnlng novel
by Alice Walker.

Aplayed by Margaret Avery.
controls Albert and eventually befriends Celie.
Although the story 1s a simple one of Celie's
perseverance until s he can
see her sister again, it also

The movie is nominated tor
Academy Awards, including Best Picture, but not
for Best Director, which is a
crime.
11

Spielberg Is careful not to
rely on emotion to carry him

th ~'Ough the movie, but knows
how to capture the audience's

Imagination to let them know
when to laugh and when to
cry, which they did quite a bit
in the end.
The rest of the cast does a
fine job, and the Southern surroundings and original soundtrack by Quincy Jones make
for a very bellevable story.
The writing ls first rate.
The movie's real message
comes out when Shug, walking through a field of purple
flowers. says to Celie, "I
think it makes God mad when
people walk past the color
purple and not notice how
beautiful it is.''
It is doubtful that many
people can walk past this
movie without noticing how
special It is.

-Dan Heckel

Zepplin star at his best
Mon .• Tuet.•

Firm's first album outdoes the second
The Flrm has done tt again.
Well, almost.
In its latest release, Mean
Business. The Firm produces
solid rock and roll that 1s
comparable, but not quite as
good as tts first album.
Of course, Jimmy Page is
superb and Paul Rodgers'
voice and style blends well
with the familiar music of the
once forgotten sound The
Firm has revived.
"Live in Peace," " AU the
King's Horses," "Tear Down
the Walls" and " Free to
Live" are among the best
songs on the album .
This album doesn' t have
the high-energy songs such aa

"Radio Active" a nd
"Satisfaction Guaranteed,"
but it does have consistently
good rock songs that are
separating The Finn from the
pop groups that, for the most
part, dominate the music
scene today.
AU of the songs on Mean
Business reflect the style The
Firm introduced in Its first
album last year.
Although lacking the ex-

plosiveness and guitar solos
from , Page The Firm has
given us before, Mean
Business is a good album by
Page and Rodgers standards
and an extremely good album
by today's music standards.
-Clay Walker
This album was donated by
Terrapin Station located at
605 Olive St. across from the
old South Central Bell
buildings.
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Kennan J . Fritz of Henderaon,
eecretary; J onathan S. Webb
DINNER THEATRE
of Frankfort, treasurer; Kevin
The Murray Calloway R. Vaught of Owensboro,
County Commuhlty Theatre fraternity educator; Mark B.
will present ":Jacques Brei is Logan of Henderaoa, ruah
Alive and Well and Living in chairman; Joeeph A Milum of
Paris" Friday through Sun- Madieonville, ritualiat .
day at the Boston Tea Party
William K. Shannon of
in the Holiday Inn. Tickets Padu c ah , a c b o laubip
a re $10 for adults and $8 for chairman; David T. Williams
students and senior citizens. of H e rrin , Ill., s oci a l
Call the P layhouse In the chairman; Wendell B. Booth of
Park for reservations at Oweneboro, alumni chairman;
Grant Bauett of Centralia,
7159-17152.
Ill., IFC representati ve;
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
S t ev e n Durham of
The 1986 Lambda Chi Mad i s o nv i lle , sp o rts
Alpha officers are Bradford A. chairman; and Jim Allsopp of
G a r done of Frankfort , Herri n , Ill., lit tle sister
president; Gregory J . Mullican chairman.

ltdQ Hlckll'lll

SPEECH TUM

The speech team won first
place sweepstakes out of
more than 50 schools at the
tournament at Louisiana
State University Feb. 7-10.
First place winners are
Gina Heussner of Pekin, Ill.
In dramatic interpretation
and Ltsn Heussner of Pekin,
Ill. in po~try,
READER'S THEATER

" Adaptation," which was
previously scheduled for Feb.
14 has been rescheduled for
April 3-4 at 7:30p.m . in Room
SlOA of Wilson Hall.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA

The Alpha Tau Omega spring 1986 Beta Zeta pledge
class Includes : Joey Atchinson of Parts, Tenn.: Barry
Austin of Indian Mound,
Tenn. ; Scott Aufden berg of
Slkeston,Mo.: John Bell of St.
LOuis, Mo . ~ Robbie Boyle of
Owensboro : Jeff Burdge of
Evansville , Ind .; Bruc e
Burgess of Fancy Farm ; Jay
Cannon of Benton ; Paul
Carlson of Rockford, Ill.
David Curry of Louisville :
Dar rin F leener of Evansville,
l nd.: Joe Hartell of
Loulsvllle ; John Hayden of
Owensboro ; Eddie Hobbs of
Guston ; Ernie Hobbs of
Gust on ; Bill Howell of
Pinekneyvllle, Ill.: Tim Lee
of Loulsvllle; John Moorman
of Sikeston, Mo.; Sean O'Neill
of Pekin, Ill.; Kevin Prtndable of Belleville, Ill. ; Mike
Seibert of Dawson Springs.
Brent Swiney of Bernie,
Mo.; Shannon Thompson of
Benton ; Marcus Turner of
Bemle, Mo.; Rich Vogt of
Danville ; Matt Vowells of
Sikeston, Mo. ; and Danny
Wooten of Mount Vernon. Ind.
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA

Alpha Sigma Alpha officers
for 1986 are Ruth Sanders of
Frankfort, president; Jackie
Shroat of Frankfort, vice
president; Paula Faught of
Marion , secretary ; Sheri

" This Is my wife, Debbie. She used to gesture
at prizes on a T.V. game show. Total value of
my marriage: $5001!!"

Helms of Belleville, Ill ., of Kell, ill.; Sherry Morris of
treasurer; Cheryl Calhoun of Benton: Melanie Mullican of
Madisonville , assistant Owensboro : Amy Thompson
of Louisvllle ; Julie Tucker of
treasurer.
Janie W hite of Clay , Calhoun; Susan Vagner of
chaplain ; Lesley Sizemore of Cartervil l e, Ill. ; Gay
Lexington and Kelly Boyd of Brazelton of Parts, Tenn.;
Kuttaw a , members h ip ; and Michele Thompson of
Debra Graham of Benton and GilbP.rtsville.
Debbie McKenzie of Cadiz,
VITA
rush ; Amy Thompson of
There wlll be a voluntary
Louisville, editor~ and Myra income tax assistance proDavidson of Hayti. Mo .. gram (VITA) every Wednespanhellenic.
day from noon - 4 p.m .
The initiates of Alp ha through Aprll 16 in t he
Sigma Alpha for fall1986 Beta Mlsslsslppl Room of the CurNu are Renee Blonder of rls Center. The free program
Paducah: Elizabeth Brimm is available to students, faculof Metropolis, Ill.; Michelle ty, the elderly and low income
Childs of Evansvllle, Ind.: taxpayers.
Dawn Combs of Newburgh,
1985 wage statements
Ill.; Cherly Cothran of should be brought with any inGilbertsville : Karen Court- terest payments and a copy ot
ney of Sturgis; Susan Elliott
ol Fancy Farm ; Janie Fires
of Paducah; Janelle Graham
of Jackson, Mo.
Lon Grotjan of Mt. Zion,
Il l. : Tammy Keller of
'Marion, Dl.; Rhonda Maxey

expressed uith
a rose from

500 North 4th Street,

Mu.n-a~

753-3251

Monday-Saturda~·

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Newton quiets sceptics
with conference success
By BRIAN JOHNS
StaHWrlter

The Murray State basketball team may have changed
coaches prior to the start of
this season, but the Racers'
winning tradition has remained a: , constant under Steve
Newton.
An associate coach under
former coach Ron Greene,
Newton took over the reigns
as head coach when Greene
left Murray for a coaching
position at Indiana State
University ln Terre Haute,
Ind.
Newton previously served
as an assistant coach to
Greene at the University of
New Orl e an s and at
Mississippi State University.
" We got along famously, "
said Newton of the relation-

ship . "We still talk
occasionally. ••
Succeeding Greene at Murray dld not bring as much
pressure to Newton as many
would expect.
"I put more pressure on
myself to succeed than any
other person ever could,"
said Newton.
A native of Terre Haute,
Newton played basketball for
Indiana State and ls still
ranked among that school's
top 20 scorers.•
He remembers his first college game against the
University ot Evansville, a
triple overtime win for Indiana State.
" That was quite a thrtll for
me," Newton said .
His number also was
retired, but that came years
later - when Larry Bird was
wearing it. " I'd like to thank

Calendar violators
question reasoning
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor

When the NCAA threw the
book at 10 Murray State
athletes that appeared on the
Sigma Sigma Sigma calendar
last fall, several athletes and
coaches were left a little fuzzy about what aU the fuss was
over.
" I really don 't think it's fair
because we're not getting any
money out of it," golfer Bud
Ward said. " It just doesn't
make any sense to me."
Ward said he expects to
receive a one-tournament
suspension for his participa.
tion in the project which
donated all of Its proceeds to
charity.
The money ralsed from the
calendar went to the annual
WPSO-TV Telethon ot Stars
which, in conjunction with the
Lion's Club civic group.
donates the funds to the
Western Kentucky Easter
Seals Center, according to
Alison McKeown, CO ·
chairman for the calendar
committee.
Pat Spurgin will more than
likely receive a one-meet
suspension as well .
"I suppose they put the rule
in there for some reason. But
I don' t see where I did
anything wrong, " Spurgin
said. " All we're doing is helping out a charity and I don't
see anything wrong with
that.''

"It's one of those things
that goes along with the
system," golf coach Buddy
Hewitt said. "We have to
abide by NCAA rules."
Hewitt went on to say that
he felt the ru)e was
" ridiculous' ' and would hurt
the charity more than
anything else.
" But then again, if you're
just a coach you can't hardly
fight the system. You can't
fight the NCAA, " Hewitt said.
Athletic director Johny
Reagan said that he did not
agree with the NCAA's
decision.
"I've nev~r felt like this
was a violation," Reagan
said. ''If this Is a violation it is
certalnly a misdemeanor."
The general concensus
among the players and
coaches affected seems to be
one o! dismay and a feeling of
injustice In the rule
interpretation .
" I think that this rule will
probably be changed in a
year or so," Spurgin said . "It
doesn •t make sense to punish
people who are just trying to
help a cause."

A TOTAL OF 10 eltlletel from
five lpOrtl face auepena1on tor
•ppeartng In the Trf.Sigmt~
e~~lendar

Mr. Bird for doing that for

me," joked Newton.
Newton believes Murray
has proven they can compete
at the Division I level and now
must move ahead further. A
major necessity in the tuture
of the program ls the
recruiting effort.
"We're probably playing in
a Division Ill factlity," the
coach sald. "It's a drawback
to our recruiting efforts certainly, but Murray has a lot
more to offer. Our winning
tradition, quality of life and
educational facUlties here are
all positive factors.''
Newton's team already has
exceeded the preseason
predictions of others. The
Racers were predicted to

1M NEWTON
Pege20

Photo by BRAD GASS

Steve Newton

Cagers set to mee.t
Tennessee powers
By DARREN DEDMAN
Staff Writer

Middle's the number one
team and we'll have to shoot
them down."

MSU'a men's basketball
team will be facing its biggest
challenge of the season when
lt hosts the top two preseason
picks of the Ohio Valley Conference in Its upcoming two·
game homestand.

Last Saturday night the
Racers Invaded Morehead
State University and came
away with a 69-6l5 victory.
Last Monday they lost a close
battle to Eastern Kentucky
University 70-68.

On Saturday night the
Racers (lt-8 overall, 6-3 in the
OVC) face Tenne.ssee Tech
University (10-12, S-7 OVC).
On Monday night they will
face league leading Middle
Tennessee State University
(17-7. 8-2).

The Racers could have
taken advantage of an MTSU
loss Monday to force a tie for
first place in the conference,
but the loss to EKU detains
the Racers to a second place
position in the conference

" Middle has been very productive this season," head
coach Steve Newton said.
"Tech has had · a some pro.
blems and slid a llttie bit but
we're really looking forward
to playing them."
Earlier in the year the
Racers were defeated by both
the Golden Eagles (78-53) and
the Blue Raiders (81-68 ) on
the road. But this time the
Racers are looking for
revenge as well as retaining
their second place position in
the OVC.
" We' re looking to get our
revenge ,' ' senior forward
Chuck Glass said .
" Everybody will be ready.

''I think Eaatem played its
best game of the season,"
said Newton. "I felt that
perhaps If we had any shortcomings it was at the defeslve
end."
Against the Eagles of
Morehead State Jeff Martin
led all scorers with 17 points.
Chuck Glass added 15 and
Zedric Macklin chipped in 12.
In the EKU game Glass led
all scorers with 2-i points and
Macklin chipped in 13.

"I was pleased overall with
the team and our play." said
coach Newton. "This team Is
a group of overachievers but
I think we have yet to play to
our potential.''
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With glory comes gloom

Slm~

remains good sport

By CLAY WALKER
Sporta Editor

Raymond Sims ls at home
on a basketball court.

. When he was a boy lt was
his way for a black to fit in
with the whites in his
neighborhood. When he was
in high school, lt was a way to
stand out, be an achiever. In
college it was a bitter experience that showed Sims
life isn't always a wonderful
game.
Sims remembers moving to
a predomlnatly white
neighborhood when he was
about 10 years old.
"I'd walk down the street
and no one would say
anything to me," Sims said.
"Then one day I saw some
kids playing basketball and I
asked to play. They saw I was
a really good basketball
playtr and I fit in."
Sims was a star at Murray
High School , where he
graduated in 1977. But even
stars have dissappointing
memories.

"I had 40 points playing
carlisle County. The (singlegame scoring) record was 44.
There were about five and a
half minutes left in the game
and Coach (Kerry) Miller
took me out of the game,"
Sims said. "He didn't know I
was that close to the record."

anythlt'lg.,.
Overton only stayed wtth
the Racers for a year and
when Ron Greene became
coach he asked Sims to
transfer to a junior college for
experience.

"I thought about transferring to another school but I
was so frustrated and upset
over my first year I didn't."
Sims said. "It didil't work out
like I wanted It at all. It was
the complete opposite."
After basketball, Sims
played
a year of tennis for
Unfortunately, not
everyone on the team was as Murray State. He grew up
serious about basketball as with pro player Mel Purcell,
started playing tennis when
Sims.
he was 16 and won Murray's
"It was chaos," he said. region in doubles his senior
"At the time Fred Overton year of high school.
was head coach. We had some
With bitter-sweet
guys on the team from the
Chicago area and this was memories of athletics. Sims,
Overton's flrat year. I can who plays intramural basketremember walk1ng through ball and Is an assistant coach
the tunnel and seeing (team- at Murray High, still believes
rna te) Robert '• Bobo ' ' that sports can be a good learJackson with Overton press- ning tool.
ed agalnat the wall asking
him for $20 for the weekend.
"These guys didn't respect
P. . 17
Overton. They didn't respect

Sims was recruited by the
University of Mlsslsaippl,
Nebraska and Cleveland
Statt~. However. he chose to
play for Murray State so that
his parents could watch him
play.
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Tracksters struggle with flu,
hope mid-season break helps
By D!NNII DOCKERY
Reporter

The Murray State mens
track team had an average
performance last weekend at
the University of Ulinols.
''Some people are not pleased with their performances.
It's more of an individuallstic
thing where you have to perform up to ones' e~cta
tions," coach Jay Flanagan
said.
The University of Ullnois
divided its meet mto three
categories : invitational, open
and developemental.
Patterson Johnson. a triple
jumper who competed in the
• invitational meet, finished
third.

"I'm not happy with the
way I performed. The hard
surface at Illinois caused my
heel problems. The competition was below my standards,
but I just had a bad weekend.
I wlll not perform in this
week's track meet. I promJse
I'll do better in the OVC track
meet at Middle Tenneessee
State University." Johnson
said
James ' 'Squeaky" Yarbrough also appeared In the
invitational. He managed to
finish stxth overall in the
men's high hurdles.
"I wasn't pleased with my
performance. I could have'
done better. I really didn't
feel into lt. I was stx tenths
slower than last week," said

Netters set to open
in EKU tournament

Yarbrough.
Damon Gieger continues to
do well. He participated in the
men's developmental mlle
with a time of 4:19 and finished eighth in the 15,000 meter
run with a time ot 115:36.
Teammate Lance Winders
followed up Gieger for ninth
place with a time of 115:89.
"I see no problems with the
way the team Is performing,"
Flanagan sald. "I think these
are the things you go through
to accompllah. your goals. In
track you try to look for a
good performance, but if not,
you hope its there the following week."

......
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Ne.vly A•1thonzed Bem•na 5ew•ng
Macli•ne Dealer

Not just for Spanish majora only, but for everyone: beginners, Min betweenM
students. and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career11
BEG!NNEROBAPYANCeo·Coetiuboutthe
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The men's tennis team will
open Its 1986 spring schedule
today in Richmond when it
travels to the Eastern Kentucky University Irtvitational.

The No. 1 doubles team w1ll
be Sneider and Brunner.
Austin and Jens Bergrahm
will play at No. 2. Gunderson
and Farmer will play No.3.

Returning letterman Jens
Bergrahm will open the
defending OVC champions'
campaign at the No. 1 seed.

Purcell realizes that winning a seventh consecutive
OVC crown will not be easy,
but he is pleased with the
team's preparation for the
spring season, although he
cautions that it Is too early to
make judgements.

Paul Austln will play No.2,
John Brunner No. 3 and Bard
Gunderson No. 4.
Newcomer John Sneider is
expected to play No. 15 and
Alan Farmer or Jonas
Bergrahm will play No.6, according to head coach Bennie
Purcell.

aame as a aemeater in a U.S. college:$3.670.
Price lncludea jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room. board. and ' tuition complate. Government granta and loene may be
applied towards our progrsma
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
F. I
9 I

SPRING SEMESTER- Jan. 30 ·May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29. Dec. 19
each year.
FULLV ACCREDITED- A Program of Trinity
Christian College
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Hurry. it takes a lot of tune to make all ar·
rangemente.
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"We haven't played too
bad,'' Purcell said. ''But until
we get Into competition it's
difficult to say how you're
playing."

Live with a Span1sh family, attend ciU...
four hours a day, four daya a
four
months. Earn 18 hrs. of credit (equivalantto4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
v-ar time span) . Your Spaniah atudiaa will be
enhanced by opponun•tlell not available 1n a
U.S.claaaroom.Standardlzec:ltaatuhowour
etudenta'languageak illuuperior to 11uden11
completing two year programa In u.s.
AdVanced coursaa also

tfltf!

·~

For 'f ull Information -send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
lop

2065laraway Lake Dnve S E F-9
Grand Rap1ds, Michigan <49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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Lady Racers struggle for
conference playoff berth
By IRIAN JOHNS
Staff Writer

The Lady Racers basketball team faces a crucial twogame home stand against
Tennessee Tech and Middle
Tennessee State which could
help determine whether or
not the team makes the Ohlo
Valley Conference
Tournament.
The Lady Racers play Tennessee Tech Saturday and
Middle Tennessee Monday.
Both games start at 5 p.m.
The team is currently tied

for third place in the OVC
with Austtn Peay a n d
Morehead State, who sha re
Murray's 4-5 conferen ce
record. Middle Tennessee
and Tennessee Tech are first
and second , respectively.
After defeating Morehead
State 82-76, the Lady Racers
lost to Eastern Kentucky by a
score of 78-69, shooting only 89
percent from the field.
Geralyn Feth scored 29
points in the victory and
Sheila Smith had 21 points in
the loss to Eastern Kentucky.
"We control our own
destiny, " head coach Bud

Childers said. The top four
teams play in the conference
tournament, so the Lady
Racers'.final five games wUl
decide if they wUl participate
in post-season play.
''We'll have to play hard
together and give it our best
shot," Feth said.
"If we win these next two
games we definitely deserve
to be in the tournament, ' • said
Childers. '' We'll be underdogs but we only lost to Tennessee Tech by slx points on
the road earlier. We'll just
have to be relaxed and do our
best."

Auto service
• Expert repairs.
• Parts replaced.
• Trouble shooting.

• Spring tune ups.
• foreign : domestic.

Economy Tire &

!!liia•v•~••

10% Oi8countto MSU Students/Faculty

203 Main St., Murray 763-8&00

Get the NEW
SPRING LOOK

Sims-continued from P-o-11

THE QUIIIAIS

"I feel like it's good. Some
people get breaks and some
don't. You have to learn to
live with it," he said. "Life is
too short to have a chip on
your shoulder."
Slms sUll takes classes at
MSU and plans to go to
graduate school. He someday
wants to teach and coach
basketball and tennis, where
he can use his experiences to
help young athletes.
"I want to help other kids
wlth all the problems of growIng up, ' ' Sims said.
' 'Sometime when I'm
coaching and a kid Is close to
a scoring record, I'll know
what to do."

AfP

.a(.
at

Let LETA, VICKI, JALOUIE,
WANDA, or MARY
help you with the
cut & atyle

AI'P

1600 Dodson
753-8282
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Conaratulations to:
Alpha Mu Pledge class-Spring 1986
Leland Steely
Thomas Hirsch

Little Sister Pledges-Spring 1986

Golden Corral
Family Steak House

c..

.

<

Sheila Bahner
Beth Baird
Eydie Combs
Sarah Comer
Tina Clendenin
Marty Daughterty
Myra Davidson
Jennifer Delong
Tracy Dixon
Gretchen Graham
Deldre Greer

t....

Valeatiae Special

Two 7 oz.
U.S.D.A. ''Choice"
lb'b Eye Dinners

Steven Hodges
John McCrate

c..
t....

<

Kim Hackett
Leigh Hall
Lesley Hampton
Laura Hancock
Nekayah Hardesty
Amy Hood
Anita Huehls
DeAnna Key
Camille Lane
Barbara Mulcahy
Kelly Nuckols

Susan Parkison
Gall Phelps
Susan Rowe
Becky Sauer
Stephanie Slate
Patsy Ann Thornhill
Johnna Turnage
Michelle Ward
Michelle Willis
Melissa Willmes
Mary Wlsmewskl

~~wh olumerinducJcs'uur i li7.1J.S IJ.A. ··ct.o•rl•.'' Rih
~~V<' :-il••;tk,so·r.••lwlfh )T)llr l'lum o•ufl:lrl(<• SIU!li>tl

l la.k•~ll htaln ur f ll·rwh ~'rit>s :uull'e,..as 1'ua.'t
('nuJH>O l(cHJd for aJ1 ml'mbl'l'" Of )'OUr party,
,'lint \llliol "hl'n tl'of~ltn I'UIIJirnt·tion w1lh ;my nt.ht•r
''""'" "' m cli'I'IM.JIII om•r.1'a x paynbk· hv IJ<•nfl!r.

Also, Congratulations to the 1986 AfP Sweetheart:
Kim McCullar

1\ r p --"A Good Thing Growing"
7th Annual Truck Pull-Feb. 22

719 South 12th Street
753-3822

L __ __
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Rifle

tea~r~

ready for s·hoot-out

the Racers are shooting
By DARREN DEDMAN
against Tennessee Tech
Staff Writer
University, University of
Tennessee at Martin,
MSU's rtfle team is hosting Jacksonvllle State Universithe Collegiate Sectional today ty, University of Alabama at
and Saturday in hopes of Birmingham.and Alabama A
qualifying for the NCAA &M.
championships March 13·1~ In
Annapolis, Md.
In order for the Racers to
In this weekend's sectional qualify for the NCAA cham-

plon.shlpa they must be picked
by the National Rifle As8ocla·
tion aa one of the top eight
teams in the country. The
NRA also picks the top 40 in·
divlduals to compete.
The Racers may be without
the services of All-American
shooter Pat Spurgin.

Spurgin Is under investigation by the NCAA for
violating its policies. She Is
pictured in the 1985-86 Sigma
Sigma Sigma calendar.
Johnny Reagan, MSU's
athletic director, was to have
met with NCAA officials
Thursday to see what the ruling was on Spurgin, as well as

all the other MSU athletes
who were pictured ln the
calender.

If· Spurgin can Shoot this
weekend, the defendlng national champions will be the
odds-on favorite, but without
Spurgin the team will have its
hands tull.

"We'rejuat going to have to
walt and see what happens
with Pat," said team member
Alison Schultz. ''If she is ln·
eligible we have to schedule a
match on Thursday so she
can shoot on Friday."

A Gift Certificate From:

West Side of the Sun
Call 759-1269
for appointment

15th & Main (Behind
the Chevron Station)

Ptloto by BRAD GASS

Gough medicine

300 min. for $30
Today Only

Pike plllyer Jlln Tatter c.n only ..tch .. hlalhot latwllttecl ewey by ATO GNI Gough In lllonay
night lntrwnur81 8Ctlon.
Support the

-fv1arch
I !IH of Dimes
cmctS fOUioiWION-

More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.
We are winning.

tsr.
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•• GIVE HER A PIZZA ;•
•••
YOUR
HEART
•• Large Heart-Shaped Pizza •••
•• & Large Coke (2 straws)+ ••
••
••• Only $7.99
)..;go-\::t" /:), ••
••
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;
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*(Broken heart upon request.)

From January to mid-April, the 1986
General Assembly will be in session dealing with issues of importance to every
Kentuckian. Your voice can be heard by
calling the toll free legislative message
line:

1-800-372-7181
A public $ervice anno uncement from

NiWS

I

30 minute delivery available or in store
753-6658 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
753-6656

1

t.

.------------ ---- -----------------~
()ffer(;ood:Feb. 14

While supply lasts

•
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NCAA should reconsider
'illogic81;· ethics policy

Fill'er up at Phillip's 66

that the athletes appeared on
was strictly used to raise
money for t h e WPSD
Telethon of Stars, which, in
tum, uses the money to help
crippled children.
Let's throw the book at
these slugs, huh guys?
With all the real violations
that go untouched, the NCAA
chooses to select such a
senseless rule to enforce.
All this shouldn't come as a
surprise. The NCAA doesn't
have a very good track record
ot malnta.inlng integrity.
Case in point : the University of Georgia's recent scandal
over accepting a thletes that
can barely read and write
and, what's worse, passing
them.
Georgia wiD probably get
away with a slap on the wrist
in relevance to the Racer
situation.
It just goes to show that
money talks, even ln the
NCAA.
And 1t makes me wonder
when the NCAA will reallze
that it wlll continue to lose
respect untll a reasonable set
of priorities ls established.

Gerrald Boyd's Auto Repair
& Service Center

The NCAA finally did it. It
found a way to penalize
schools whose athletic teams
dwell in such mediocrity that
there is no way they are
violating NCAA rules.
.
The NCAA disguised this
conspiracy well enough by
fir st nailing a very successful
Division I program, Indiana
University.
Bu t now NCAA inquiry
committees have reared thelr
ugly heads in remote areas
such as Murray, Ky.
The viol ation t hat Is
destroying the integrity of the
otherwise pure, vlrgin-llke
s ystem we call college
athletics: athletes posing for
calendars wh ich provide
money to charities.
As athletic director Johny
Reagan awaits his appeal to
the suspension of 10 Murray
State athletes, fingers point ln
several directions as to who is
to blame.
The easy answer is Reagan,
himself. Alter all, he Is the
athletic director and it is part
of his job to know the NCAA
rules.
But Reagan Isn't the only

one who should know the
rules. The coaches whose
players appear ed on the
calendar should share that
responsibility because it's
their programs that are ln
jeopardy of being weakened.
None of the programs a re
going to fold, however. The
worst that probably will happen Is a one or two game
suspension to the a thletes
who appeared on t h e
calendar.
But the fault doesn't lie
within our athletic ad·
ministration or anyone else's.
The NCAA Is to blame for
passing such a ridiculous rule
to begin with.
It ls hard to understand
why an athlete should be
punlshed tor doing the community a favor.
The Tri-Slgma calendar

Courteous service the
Old Fashioned Way
Full & Self Serve
We Hand Wuh, Buff & Wax Cars

51o4 S. 12th Street 753-1750
(Next to 0 & W A uto Supply)

Personalized
License Plates

11150live AptC
After 5 p.m. 753-8088
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Ramblers sink free throws,
hold off Bluedarters' charge
leads back and forth until
halftime.
After tralllng at halftime,
Staff Writer
the Bluedarters outscored
Tuesday night was a very thelr opponents 6-0, thanks to
cold night, but you could feel the passing of Ma t t
the heat when the Ramblers Thomspon.
Both teams had numerous
played the Bluedarters in the
South gym of the Carr Health chances to pull ahead, but the
BuUdlng, as the Ramblers game was kept close by
defeated the Bluedarters, numerous misses at the
freethrow line.
46-45
Barry Albritten of the
The Ramblers got out in
front fast. The lead remained Ramblers said determination
until two minutes to go tn the was the key in winning the
fast half. And. then the game game.
And indeed it was as the
got interesting.
The Bluedarters etched two teams fought a tough bat.
their way to even the score tle until the final buzzer. As in
and the two teams switched most close games . free
ly JOHN MARK AOIEATI

throws played an important
part in the game. It was not
until the final five seconds the
game was decided.
Mark Waldrop lead the way
for the Ramblers wlth 12
points, while Matt Thompson
of the Bluedarters took game
high honors with 13.
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CELEBR/TYPRORLE
Tony Hendon, age 21 , of
Murray. 1985 A.M.A. 200
c . c . Na t ional Hare
Scrambler Champion. I take my sport seriously. That
is why I train at Unique Body.
Those who train there take the
training seriously. This helps
me to get the edge. Trythison,
Only the strong survive, so
why should you not have the
edge, too?

Good luck, Tony, during the
1986 racln season.
ONLY $50
• 1>, f-"L CO N EN TERPRISE '• •
O '•L ' T· •t S t RON<.i 5u ~t ·. '. f

Photo by BRAD GASS

HUSTLE wu the order of the
lluect.rten T&HIIdtly ntght.

ay when

the A•mblerl met the ~

Co-sponsor of Tony Hendon
Racing.

PER SEMESTER
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Newton-----Continued from Pege 15
get so caught up in win-loss
records to lose sight of other
things.

finish sixth in the Ohio Valley
Conference and are presently
in second place, with a
"Winning and losing 1s not
chance to move into a tie for
, first place it they sweep the the bottom line with us,"
two-game homestand facing Newton said. "Having a class
program and making sure
them.
our players get their educa''The team has matured tion is our primary
and developed into objective."
overachievers," Newton said.
With all of the controversy
This reflects Newton's at- surrou n ding collegiate
titude towards preparing athletics, many people
toward the game. "I just try wonder if sports programs
to get them to work hard to are worthwhile, but Newton
overcome any other short- has no doubts.
comings we may have. I feel
''The positive factors by far
that we have to do the best we
can with what we have now." outweighs the negatives,''
said Newton. "It takes a
Even with the success of great deal of commitment
the Racer basketball pro- and dedication by the players
gram, Newton still does not to make a program work. "

.......
...., ,.
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NATIONAL
COLLEGE

TELEVISION
liAS AIUUVEDI

National College Television
is back on the air!
Coast to Coast, delivering
programs that go from New Wave
to nostalgia, from slapstick
to sensitive , from nutty to
newsworthy, from hot music
to heated issues.
All on one channel!

•o~u~Mty

Clrl

"'

..,.... ....,....
Clrl

Tile ....,

NC'TV NetiOMI

Tuee. a p.m ..
Wed. lp.m., Thui'L, 4 & I p.m.. F.rt.
1:30 p.m~ only or1 M8U -TV 11.
CollegeT~.

aua

AUDIO DYNAMITR ... an
excluelw tntervtew wfltl Mlctl Jonee
formerty of IN Clatl nu1 WM11 on
Ne w Groov e • o nly on
NCTV... NatloMI College Televlllon.
Mon. 7:30 p.m., Wed. 4:30 p.m.,
Thu,.. 1:30 p.m., Frl 3 & e p.m. on
MSU-TV 11.
~

IN...n.N ON...-oP

our...next . . . _,.to. world

of animated f8ntaey on THE ADULT
e~~lualvely on
NCTV ••. NATIONAL COLLEGE
TELEVISION. Mon. 8:30 p.m., Tuee.
3:30p.m.• Wed. 1:30 p.m.•Thun. 4:30
p.m., Fri. t p.m. only on M8u-TV 11.

CARTOON SHOW

Tune into NCTV on your
local campus channel
or in TV lounges.

~ Track
Continued from P•~ 15
The OVC track meet is only
two weeks away and the men
will take a break this week.
" I will not let the team parttcipate In a meet this week.
we need a rest. The team has
performed against quality
athletes every weekend. The
performance tn the OVC meet
will show good quality among
some of our men," Flanagan
said. " The intensity ts high
a nd everyone seems
motivated. Our team will be
comP,etltlve. Middle Tennessee is our only problem.

They have won six of the last
seven indoor meets. The
other members of the OVC
have good distance runners
as wel l as some key
tracksters returning this
....):ear.
With a rest this weekend,
the Murray State men's track
team should have one of its
best ~rformances this year,
according to Flanagan.

WIN ABAHAMA
CRUISE-JUST BY
HAVING FUN AND
PARTYING WITH US.
~ly

Carnival Cruise Lines
Delta Airlines
B&A Travel Lttl.

........,,.,,.

" I feel that our men wlll do

MENS PHYSIQUE

well knowing they have the
opportunity to perform at
their best,' ' he said.

CONTEST

Calendar----continued from Pege 1
ls the rifle team which is
shooting in a sectional meet
this weekend . The meet is a

players, expects a reply from
the NCAA today.

preliminary for the national
championships.
Olympic gold medalist Pat
Spurgin appeared on the
calendar and is awaiting her
fate as the team prepare to
defend its national title.
Reagan, who as baseball
coach stands to lose five

''The Perfect Touch'' -

RENTAL ENTERPRISES, INC.
3237 Park Avenue, Paducah, Kentucky, Phone 442-4397
THE PERFECT (and economical) wa_y_to have your WEDDING
the way you WANT IT.

Hodge's Tax
Service
Compare Our Prices
Mike Hodge
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Any Other Time
By Appointment

Southllde Shopping Center
Murray
75g..1 425

• Wedding Candelabra
• Lace And Cloth Table Skirts
• Champagne Fountains
• Cake Fountains
• Silver Punch Bowls
• Full Assortment Of Plates, Cups,·
Glassware and Miscellaneous
• Silver Casseroles

Evegthi.l],g you will need for the

Wedding, Reception Or Rehearsal
Malee Your Reservations Early

"THE LARGEST INVENTORY IN THE AREA"

\

Affairs of the Heart
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Valeatiae'e Day

maP tM beut pow foDder,
1towever. lomettmea tt
makee one teDd to wander, u
the old addap pa.
Steve Oombl, of Murray,
Today'• couples 80metlmu
CampbeD'a
ftaftee, aatd eome
flnd themaelvu dealing with
people can•t handle aepara:J long dlatanee relatl~ - ·Uon.
He aald he Jraew a man
t not by choice, but rather by
obllgatlona created by career In Air Force Teclmleal School
advancement aqd educa- Wbo wun't mature enoup to
handle the freedom beiDI'
tlonal achievement.
llol'. .r
Darla Baxter, of Grabalit, aparttrom hla ~pve
111m. "Bob aaw otber fllh In
~INII•IM Ia apart from her bo)'(rleDcl of
• years, Ttm, beca..., ... tb4 - aa4 8taftecl ft8blnc,••
took a Job In

, . - ..
Jlar..

&JO.

have
only ~ of tbolle a1x
Ye&l't In the liame t4wn - her
I tlrwt and bia ~ }'Ml" of eol·
~~~ lege. 8b aaid that. wu the
toughest period In their
1spent

relatlonahlp.
''When you aee aomeone

Omdtaaid.

Betb ~. of ibrlon,
irJID •••lMlftiOtfrlelld, Todd,
only on 10me weekends,
qned that aucll relation·
a hlpa don't work for
everyone. She said abe would
only recommend th1a type of
reli.tlonah1p to a couple wbo
baa dated a long time and baa
had a lteady relatlonahip.

every day, it's a lot different

"

'nllnlQDg of the far-off lovthan when you ... ~ once
ed one belpa, Hoover .aald.
a week,'' lhe l&ld. " And, She
added, uu all elH faill,
after being apart, the time
hug a teddy bear. "
has helped us become m01'8
Independent and we can
reapeet one anotberra private
Ume more eaatly. The
tllllil.~.. distance haa pulled us
together."
Staying tn touch Ia the
1prlmary difficulty en ~ countered by J!lO.t eouplu
separated by mtlu.
Paula Campbell, of llarlon,
aald, " When Steve wu tn the

Air Force ln Rantoul, ru. , our
phone billa ran from $10 to

$120. But he's back now so our
rec:ovtlrilllll. "

•

Paducah, l&ld lhe copes
by Jaiow'tl.. tbit'U ... ......__ ,
boyfriend over the weekend.
UnW then, re~ their:- (
JOOd times and 1tudytng •'
helps keep her busy, lhe said.
,
1be future Ia not bleak for '" 1
mall¥ couple8 forced to spend '
time apart. Baxter and her •
f:lance are pla.anlna a June ' .._...,,,
Oom'INI and Camp- ' . .
bell are ptung married next '
month. Hoover and Richard- '
aan are both hopeful they wUl
marry, thouP no date ha•
weddi~Ja:.

•
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Romance survives
romance might be harder for
the man. "
Janie White, a Danv1lle
sophomore, agreed . "Yes,
Women today have romanceissttllpoeaible,"ahe
unlimited opportunities. They said, "if you have a woman
can have familles, plus who allows her partner to
careers in any field. But as romance her, but also gtve
Valentine's Day rolls around,
one has to wonder - have
changing sex roles put a
damper on romance?
Thirty years ago, many
women viewed their famUy
as their career. Tbey were
supported by their husbands.
1
Tbelr career oppurtuntttes
were llmlted.
What's different now that
women have learned to be
more do m in ant, more her the respect lhe wants..I
aggre8Sive?
Romance has becom e a
Debbie McKenzie, a matter of equallty, according
sophomore from Cadiz, aald, to Rachael Wllllama, a
•'Some women ask men out or sophomore from Lou1avllle.
make the first move . "Romance ls more low-key.
Romance is still possible, but Men direct 1t at women more
tt depends on the couple . It equally, llke they want it in
By JEANNA CURTIS
Reporter

'If the woman Is
more · dOminant,
romanCe mighf
b h d
e ar er .or fh e
man.,

Whether domineering .
Williams said th18 equality
ls reflected in her relation- equal or submissive, today's
ship with her boyfriend. women haven't forgotten
"We're equal. We respect romance. White aald her idea
each other's views on of a romantic evening was
everything even if we don't " .. .going out to dinner or buyagree with each other. Com- Ing wine or going dancing."
mwUcatton ls a big part, and
To Williams, romance l.8 "a
the problems we have we try carriage ride and dinner fixto talk over with each other ed by him with a long movie."
and not our roommates or
Eltzabeth B ri m m,
friends."
McKenzie confeaes to a
more traditional kind of
romance. "He's more dorninant. We have a very open
relatlonah1p. but because he' s
three years older, he teaches
me a lot. Usually when we
have an argument, I end up
giving in - but because I
J
agree with him."
Karen courtney, a
i
sophomore from Sturgls, has
turned the balance the other
way. "I'm more dominant. 1
get the choice of what we do. I
usually w1n the arguments

Dm
&trng··canw·be cOSiiY

Metropolis, ru., sophomore,
said romance was "a warm
summer night just sitting
around and talking - doing
nothing but just talking to
each other."
Although women's roles
have changed, romance,
though different, has not been
forgotten . The women of Murray State belleve romance ls
the llol J{U IJIII:IB.
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but not unaffordable

D a t i n g i s a 1m o s t
unavotdable in a college
town, and so is the price tag.
The cost of a romantic
evening can be a major problem for many s tudents Uvtng
on a limited budget. But
many local retailers offer
reduced rates with college
students tn mind. And there
are always coupons to cllp
and events that are free to
students.
Still, couples have to eat
and that costs money. Most
local restaurants try to keep
their menus affordable - in
many places, a couple can
dine for under $10.
Bob Wynn , owner of
Paglial 's restaurant, attributes his restaurant's
popu larity to affordable
prices, late business hours

a nd a quiet atmosphere.
Many students have told him
over the years that they
coUldn't afford to have many
dates if not for the prices in
his restaurant, he said.
Entertainment after dinner
can be costly, too. But many
student specials and oncampus events have cut the
coat of these considerably.
The University Center
Board often movies, cofteehouses, concerts and leetures at llt tle expense to
students, according to Jini
Henson, UCB president.
He said UCB's main concern waa to provide class
entertainment at no or low
cost. " Outstanding talent 1a
brought in to perform at the
free coffeehouses in t he
Stables,'' Henson sald.

For couples wishing to venture off campus, both local
M.lKE .MCCOY
theaters offer discounts to
students on Thursday nights.
Usa RU88ell, who works for
Murray Theaters, said many
couples take advantage of the
discount night.
Dating Is more than just
"Perfume
"Coemetlca
"Preecrtptlone
eating out and catching a
•candy
*Cologne
movie; keeping a loved one
happy may mean wooing
them with gifts every now
and then. Flowers can cost as
little as~ to as much as $415,
712 Main Street
753-1272
according to Juanita Lynn, ·
owner of Juanita's Florlst.
...
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .

*Cerda

WALLIS DRUG
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UN-I VERSITY
BOOKSTORE
10% OFFI
on all soft goods,

sweatshirts, ate ..•
through February Hours:
8 a.m. - & p.m. Mon.- Fri.

I a.m. -1 p.m. Sat.

782-8882

FREE 11 X 14 BRIDE'S DREAM CLUSTER
~11

X 148 Framed In A Cluster Gallery To All
1988 Brides Who Reserve Our Studio For Their
Wedding Photograph Before March 31.
Can For Our WeddiDg Cossultant Today:

554-1635

Health and cardiac care

REGISTBRBD NURSES
Cbria ,...,.,_ aDd Nuey

Warrea, eUilleal ••••1er
for patient iD new alllt at

Murray/Calloway County

Boepltal.

-

Critical care unit opens
By TERRY HALE And LISA

GLASS ·
Reporters
After years of planning and
months of construction, the
new critical-care unit at
Murray.Calloway County
Hospital Is complete and
operational.
Costing approximately
$325,000, the unit is one of the
most sophisticated and
modern in the tour-state
area, according to Stuart
Poston , hospital
admlnlstrator.
" We have the medical staff,
the faclUtles and the latest In
diagnostic and lite-sustain·
ing equipment to meet any
coronary or intensive care
situation," Poston said.
The new unit has been constructed in a U- type nursing
station and room arrangement pattern, and is located
on the second fioor of the
hospital's east wing. The
U-type arrangement in·
cludes eight patient beds

which are all visible from the
nurses' station.
Each bed contains a headwall console that Poston said
is "state of the art."
The console includes a
variety of outlets which make
It possible to handle almost
any medical emergency .
There are emergency electrical outlets connected to the
hospital's generator for use in
the event of a power outage .
Also
included are a
blood-pressure monitor,
vacuum-type suction
removal tool, holders tor
inter-veinous feeding bags
and a digital clock with timer
for use in cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation.
Several of the consoles
have a computer-Jzed monitor
that keeps track of the patient's heart-beat. respiration and other vital signs.
Also monitors in the nurses'
station have been programmed to automatically sound an
alarm should sudden changes
occur in a patient's vital

We're Looking
For A Few Good Modele
Men&Women
To Model Spring Faehione
For Our Special Spaing Break
leeue Feb. 28.
To apply come by WUaoa HaD 1118
Deaclliae February 14.

signs.
All patient rooms in the new
unit have a private bath, in·
dividual outside window and
a glass wall facing the
nurses' station which aides
the staU in viewing the
patient.
The glass wall features a
sllding glass door which Nancy Warren, a regt.stered nurse
and critical care clinical
manager, calls "unique."
The entire wall can be snapped out of the normal position
and folded back tor easy access to a patient. Warren said

this would be very beneficial
in a life-threatening situation where large equipment
was needed in the room.
The new unit also includes a
waiting room for the patient's
famUy and a special procedures room where the installation of pacemakers,
special catheters and other
medical procedures can be
performed .
Poston said the cost for a
day's stay in the crlttcal care
unit wlll be around $326, excluding drugs and the use of

respirators and other such
equipment.
The new unit Is staffed by
cardiologist Dr . Russel
Howard, several internists
and a nursing staff including
Warren, 1~ registered nurses,
seven licensed practical
nurses, three nursing
assistants and two clerks.
~oston said the biggest ad·
vantage of the new unit is that
the critically ill will no longer
have to travel to other
hospitals to receive advanced
medical services.

CURRIS CENTER
GAMEROOM
Valentine Weekend Special
thi'OUflh Febi'UIII"/ 16

•

Bow/one game ,get one game

lbe

Murray State
News
762-4478
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25% offon pool

Nation's leading killer

Diet, exerc.ise can

By DAVID CUNNIN INGHAM And TAD TAYLOR
Reporters
Heart disease Is the leading
ktller of men and women in
the U. S. today. Heart disease
will cause 800,000 deaths almost half of all deaths in the
United States each year.
Many of these deaths could
be prevented through proper
diet and exercise, according
to Dr. Claude J . M. Lenfant,
director of the National
Heart , Lung and Blood
Institute.
Working to maintain cardiovascular health means
avoiding cigarette smoking,
saturated fat, cholesterol and
salt in diets, and sedentary
llvlng.
Exercise is a key factor.
Chad Stewart, department of
recreation and physical
education chairman, said,
" Research data Indicates
that exercise has an effect on
the prolongation of life.
"Exercise should be maintained to a level that would
allow you to engage in your
dally activities, plus have
qualtty time and sufficient
energy for time with your
famUy and friends ," Stewart
added.
Before beglnnlng a program to develop physical
fitness, " a medical checkup
by a physician ls highly
recommended for everyone
especially those reaching the

ages of 25 to 30," says Roberta Garfield, cllnic adm1nistrator at the Student
Health Services.
A physical fitneaa program
consists of many factors:
muscular strength, flexlbllity. cardiovascular en durance, balance and power.
The quest for physical
fitness has sent health nuts
flocking to local fitness

centers and spas in recent
years. WhUe some are just
working out for cosmetic
reasons, many are pumping
iron and running the treadmUl for health reasons.
Persons considering joining
a health club should look for a
club . that is prtmarUy concerned with their health and
the development of their cardiovascular system, and that

Ia secondly concerned with increasing their muscular
strength, according to Dr.
Gerald L. Thompson, director
of medicine at Harlem
Hospital and professor of
medicine at the Columbia
University School ot
Medicine.
· '.Movlng exercises like running, swimming, jogging and
biking are much better for the

Mental stress
By ANDY EllLLMAN
Reporter
Mental stress Is something
which many people Ignore ; it
is commonly thought that
stress has little or no effect on
physical health and will go
away on its own. Recent fin·
dings, however, are shatterIng these myths.
Some 40 years ago, Hans
Selye, a stress researcher,
conducted tests which showed
decreases in immune-system
activity and overall health
were the direct result of high
levels of physical stress. As
Psychology Today reported
in ita August 1986 issue,
modern immunology
research has broadened
Selye's findings.
It is now believed that
many complex psychological

stressors, such as sleep
deprivation, exams and
academic pressures may
have severe effects on both
the immune system and cardiovascular health.
Students, consequently, are
the new hlgh-risk group for
heart disease.
World Health magazine
reported in September 19M
that almost 1M> percent of the
mortality rate In industrialized nations can be linked to
lifestyle, behavior factors
and stress. Student lifestyles,
which often allow little time
for sleep , and student
behaviors, like " cramming"
for exams and worrying
about grades, are exactly the
types of activity which affect
that mortality rate.
Extreme mental stress is
the eventual result of the
high-pressure lifestyles and

behaviors which often dictate
the dally Uvea of students. According to Dr. C. David
Jenkins of the department of
preventive medicine and
community health at the
University of Texas Medical
Branch !n Galveston, Texas,

STR
stUdentS undergoing stress
will exhibit warning signs.
Physical symptoms may in·
elude high blood pressure,
radically increased pulse
rates and exhaustion. Other
signs, like increased irritabillty, nervousness or
depression also may be
present.
When these signs appear,

Next Week
MSU Students
Will Spend

$480,630

Get Your
Share of
it. ..
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phone 762-4478
or stop by our offace:
1118 Wilson Hall
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NURSES RANK WITH US.

The Army treats their nurses with respect. We appreciate the tremendous
time and dedication you've devoted to your profession.
So when you join the Army, you join us as a nurse, and as an officer. You'll be
commissioned with the rank of Second Lieutenant in the U.S. Army. And as such,
you'll be accorded all the respect and responsibility due an officer.
As an Army Nurse, you'll be an important member of the Army Medlcal
Team, working with first-rate physicians, dieticians, physical therapists, dentists,
pharmacists, and other professionals.
You'll be encouraged to further your professional growth, both in
gaining advanced degrees and through practical experience.
And you'll be rewarded well for your efforts. Good pay, travel, and a
liberal benefits package, including uniform allowance, on-post housing or
housing allowance, and medical care, are all part of being an Army Nurse.
Talk to an Army Nurse Corps Recruiter to find out how to qualifv.

CALL SGT. MOORE IN JACKSON, MS
601-965-4947

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE A' LYOU CHI BE.
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like weight lltting which involves pushing and pulling.
These can be dangerous for
people with high blood
pressure," he said.
While wor kouts at doctorrecommended s pas are
beneficial to the heart, many
people simply can't afford
them. Students whose bank
accounts have suffered con-

shouldn't be disheartened,
though . There are other,
cheaper ways to get and stay
fit.

Walking is one of the safest
exercises and is especially
good for older people, or for
those not accustomed to exerclsing, according to Dr.
Richard Adams, director of

University Hospital.
As is climbing stairs.
In the U.S., a study of alumni of Harvard University
found that people who climbed five or more tughts of
stairs a day were 26 percent
less likely to suffer a heart attack than people who climbed
fewer than five tughts a day.

--- - - ~-------------------------------------------------------------1

cts health, heart
cardiovascular health may be
serious 1 y threatened .
Students, by virtue of age
alone, may seem unUkely
candidates !or heart disease ·
however, if stress ts sever~
and goes unchecked, even in
yowtg people things like blood

ESS
pr essure can rage out of control, causing lliness, strokes
or eyen death.
Jenkins, in his work with
researchers, has found that
there are several physical
and psychological means of
cowtteracting stress.
First, overall physical health
can be improved by eating

right, exercising and getting
adequate rest. It also Is
beneficial to eliminate
sickness-causing habits
such as smoking and alcohol
consumption.
Second, damaging aspects of
existing situations can be
avoided or changed. For example , lighter a nd more
balanced class loads can
remove the pressures of hectic exam schedules and, at
the same time, allow more
undisturbed sleeping hours.
Third perceptions and interpretations of everyday situations and apparent problems
can be changed. This can be
done by seeking emotional
and social support through
membership in religious
groups campus organizalions 0 ; local clubs. The goal
is to increase awareness of
differing attitudes and opl-

moult ~bou t a particular
situation or issue and to share
slmUar ideas.
.
Finally, both phys1cal and
mental reactions to stressful
situations can be altered.
Relaxation responses such as
meditation can substitute for
distressed responses like nervousness a n d yelling .
Long-range planning can
even eliminate feelings of
hopelessness or fear of
failure.
The point Jenkins makes is
that dealing with stress is a
total effort; and changes like
those just mentioned must occur simultaneously to have a
noticeable , positive effect on
cardiovascular health.
Essentia lly' those a pproaches are changing a person's total outlook on life, as a
means of confronting stress
and safeguarding physical
health.

DON' T LET YOUR SWEEr - HEARrr GO SOUR
KEEP ITS1RONG ALL YEAR LONG !

As of February 14th

clubtilu
TOTALFJTNESSCENTER

)

OHers All MSU FACULTY
AND STUDENTS
Special Club Rates : .
$50- Remaining Seme;ter

$20-Per Month
We Now Have WoHf Tanning Beds !
Introductory Rates-Limited Time Only
300 Minutes- $27
MSU Club NautihJS members
300 Minutffi- $36
MSU Faculty and Students
14340live

Across from Ordway Hall

753-6515

Health magazine states that

climbing stairs burns up
about five to eight calories a
minute, which is about what
swimming and jogging do.
More calories are burned up
by taking two steps at a time.
Experts say climbing stairs
is more strenuous than you
would think, so they suggest
climbers take it slowly at
first, s~rting with one flight
of stairs for the first week and
adding another flight of stairs
each a dditional week.
Even if the weather Is bad,
walking up and down the halls
and stairs of a dormitory is
stlll possible. Twenty to SO
minutes a day ls all it takes.
Walkers who grow tired
should stop climbing and just
walk.

Preventing heart disease is
an important matter. The
American Heart Association
recommends the following tor
the care of the heart.
-Check blood pressure at
least once a yeal".
- Don't smoke cigarettes.
-Eat well·balanced diets,
low In cho lesterol and
saturated fats.
-Exer cise regularly and
sensibly.
-Get r egular medical
checkups.

-

-
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Weddings
••

Couples discuss
how they made
the transition
By SHERRY MONROE
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Choosing a lifetime mate is
a monumental decision most
people face at one point in
their lives.
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For some, this decision is
the culmination of a high
school romance.

He gave her the ring a
month later, in the unlikely
setting of the Baptl8t Student
Union Library. "He was so
excited, he couldn't walt to
glve it to me,'' she said.
Itwasn
t
love-at-first-sigh t for
Elaine Achor .
1

1 got my ring for
Christmas, and I
was a little
surprised. I didn't
say anything for
about 20 minutes
and then he said,
~well,
are you
going to marry
me or not"

Stephanie Sanders Harmon
met her future husband, Tl.m,
when she was a freshman in
high school. They dated for
five years before they
became engaged. Since they
had dated so long Harmon
said she wasn't at allsulllri8·
ed when Tim asked her ro
marry him.
1

After the first
date, I went home
and told my
roommate I was
going to
Mark.'

him after we had come back
from a family reunion. I think
that's when he decided I
would make lt in the Sickling
family. We were at his trailer
and he said, 'You know, I've
been kinda thinking about
marriage•. ''

::>he dated her fiance Gary
Cunningham for almost four
months before she thought
she "might possibly be in
love." She said, "We dated
about a year and a halt before
decided to make it more per- on the way to the restaurant to the park and asked her to becoming engaged. I got my
marry me. We never made it ring for Christmas, and I was
manent. By the time I asked
to dinner," he sald.
her to marry me, she pro- 1
little surprised. I didn't say
1 took her to the Kristen Brandon Sickling aanything
bably knew l was going to
for about 20 minutes
she knew what she and then he said, 'Well, are
ask, •• he said.
park and asked said
wanted after her first date you going to marry me or
The night he proposed, he
with her husband. ·• After the
took Dawn a rose and told her her to marry ·me. first date, I went home and not?'" she said.
It took courage for these
1t was "surprise night, and
never made it told my roommate I was go. couples
to cross the bridge
that the surprises would keep
ing to marry Mark."
from dating to becoming
coming," he said.
to dinner.'
They dated for eight mon- . engaged, but as Gower put it:
The night was to have inths before he proposed . "It's wonderful when you've
cluded a Chinese dinner, but they took a detour. "I took her ·'Mark asked me to marry got the right person."

Susan Shaffer Zimmerman
met her husband, Louis, when
she was a senior in high
school. They had only dated
seven months when he asked
her to marry him, but they
dated for over two years after
their engagement, she said.
For others , the first
meeting comes later on.
Brlan Gower met hls
fiancee the summer before
his sophomore year at Murray. He said, "I was in the
mall and I just saw her and
thought 'She's pretty,' but I
just walked on. I never
cruise, but I left the mall and
saw her leaving the parking
lot so I circled around to meet
her.''
Serving breakfast, lunch & dinner.
Gower dated his fiancee,
• live lobster • delicious steak
Dawn for about 13 months
befor~ popping the question.
•all kinds of seafoOd
Thelr relationship developed
gradually. he explained. "At
753-9445
111 North 12th
first it was just fun. 1 guess
after about two monthS we ..........~...~~._.............._.........,...,.....__............_...
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By CINDY PEEK

Wedding traditions
have unlikely origins
By JOHN MARK ROBERTS
Staff Writer
The bride's walk down the
aisle and the exchange of
rtngs are just two of the time·
honored wedding customs
still practiced today, customs
that orginjlted many years
ago.
The throwing of the bouquet, according tf" :nodem explanation, Is to allow the unmarried woman who catches
an opportunity at romance.
But this custom 's origin isn't
quite so benevolent, according to the book, "Strange
Customs of Courtship and
Marriage,'' by
WUllam
FeUding.
In early days, people
thought the bride's dress held
some mystical power.
Everyone would grab for tne
bride's dress In hopes of getting a fragment of the dress.
In order to distract people
from the dress, the bride
threw her bouquet lnto the
crowd.
The throwing of the rice,
according to the book, is a
custom from ancient times
which symbolizes the wish of
fruitfulness in the marriage.
Where rice was not avaUable,
wheat, com or other grain
served the same purpose.
There is even a
superstitious reason for wearing the wedding band on the
third finger of the left hand.
Egyptian pharoahs believed
the vein in this finger ran
directly to the heart.
·'Something old, something
new, something borrowed,
semethlng blue," are all
things the bride should wear
for luck In married lite.
Wearing blue Is a tradition
handed down by the ancient
Israelites, whose brides wore

blue ribbons on the shoulders
of their dresses to symbolize
purity, love and fidelity.
While some superstitions of
old are ignored today, they do
remain a part of the past.
There are good days and bad
days to get married, according to superstition. The prospects for the entire week are
summed up in this poem :
Monday for wealth,
Tuesday for health,
Wednesday best day of all;
Thursday for crosses,
Friday for losesSaturday no luck at all.
Ancient man also suspected
the weather had some power
over a couple's happiness. It
the sun shone on the wedding
day, the bride was expected
to be fruitful. In the Orient, It
was tradition for the brtde
and groom to face the sunrise
together on the wedding day.

minutes," Weaks said.
The county averaged 12.8 per
Weaks said he has perform- thousand and totaled 877 marReporter
ed marriage ceremonies for riages . Nearby Marshall
about 50 MSU students In the County reported a rate of
Kentucky averaged 11.4 last four years.
11.7; Graves County, 11.3.
marriages for every thousand
Weaks said he has had
The highest rate of marpeople last year. according to some unusual marriages to
Omar Greeman of the Ken- perform. He once married a riages in western Kentucky
tucky Department of Vital couple on a boat In Kentucky was 19.8 ln... Fulton County.
Statistics.
Lake. Another memorable McCracken County reported
Not all of those marriages ceremony occurred shortly the second highest, with 16.3.
were between Kentuckians, after the county courthouse Other area counties reported
he said. Kentucky, because of was made handicapped ac- rates from 7.9 to 12.2.
The highest rate of marIt's uncomplicated marriage cessible. Weaks said that just
laws, is a big draw for elopers after wheelchair ramps were riages in the state was ln
from nearby states, he installed -he married a couple Henderson County, 22.3. The
explained.
highest actual number of
in wheelchairs.
Greeman said, ·'Those
Calloway County, being a marriages in a Kentucky
counties nearest the border border county, was sllghtly county was 7,938 ln Jefferson
generally have the highest above the state average for County.
rate because of the leniency
of Kentucky's laws."
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks said
the difference in marriage
laws causes some Tennesseans to come here to be married. He said that, unlike Tennessee's, Kentucky's laws do
not require blood tests or a
waiting period.
"You can come here, get
Brides-To-Be ioin in fhefun!!
married, if you're of age, get
a license and start divorce
Pier llmports' Bridal

wtHR/WVd~~/
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Brides dress traditionally
By SHERI HINES
Reporter

look, according to the
February March 1asue of
Modem

Bride's Magazine.

The vells consist of scalloped
Romantic and traditional edges and pearl sprays which
weddings are in this season, gives them a lifted look, the
according to the February magazine said.
March issue of Bride's
Vella are becoming shorter ,
Magulne . Weddings are takagain.
•'The short, sheer
ing on a more formal,
blusher
veil
which covers the
sophisticated look; and the
bride
as she walks
face
of
the
new sty les in wedding
down
the
aisle
will
be seen
fashions this season wlll
this
spring,"
according
to
reflect this trend, according
Mary Hennemann, owner of
to the magazine.
House of Brides in Cape
"For the bride, gowns with Girardeau, Mo.
seed pearllng, fluted and corAccessories for the total
ded edge ruffles, Victorian
collars and fitted waists are bridal look include gloves,
going to be seen this season," pearl jewelry and satin shoes.
said Shirley Smith, owner of Gloves come in every length
The Showcase, in Murray. and style from very short lace
She added that matte taffeta gloves to long, elegant white
will be the number-one fabric gloves, according to Smith.
for the spring . Fabric
She said pearl necklaces
covered with pearls and and earrings will be a
beading are being used to favorite of the bride this
create bridal gowns, she said . season. Pearl accessories
Bridal catalogs are featur- lend a traditional and classic
ing Victorian necklines, puff- touch to today's styles.
Shoes, like the gowns of this
ed sleeves. embroidered
detailing and rows of ruffles season, are designed with
detailing such as pearls,
and lace.
beading and embroidery.
And as for color, "The
Grooms wlll have a variety
white bridal gown Is preferof
formal wear to chose from
red almost three to one over
the ivory gown,'' Smith said. as well. ·'The Miami Vice by
After Six and Escape by
Bridal headwear, veils and Pierre Cardin tuxedo is going
hats will have a·lighter, softer to be very big this season,"

said JoAnn Roberta, owner
and manager of Mr. Tuxedo,
of Murray. These tuxedos
have padded shoulders, piping and detalled stitching
which seta them apart from
the traditional formal wear.
The colors popular with this
year's grooms are bright ones
reminacent of the late Sixties
and early Seventies, Roberts
said. Along with the bright
yellows, pinks and blues,
white, light gray and black
r emain on the llst of popular
colors, she said. Even with
the brighter tuxedos, the
trend is toward a more traditional look to compliment the
formal wedding style, she
explained.
Bridesmaids' dresses will
have a new look this seaaon,
too. They, like bridal gowns,
wtll be looking more
sophisticated and elegant, according to an article which
appeared in the Jan. .2f5 issue
of The Loulsville Courier·
Journal. According to the ar.
ticle, the return to elegance is
a result of the older average
age of brides. Women are
waiting untll they are older to
get married, and their
bridesmaids' are older too.
Bridesmaids wlll be wearing
soft, pastel colors with
l'holo by KIRK BRUNNlllR
feminine accessories such as
WEDDING F A8HION8 accentuate romaace. u thl•
gloves and flowers for the
more mature, feminine look. dreu modeled by a 8howca•e moclellthow•.

Careful planning key
in wedding ceremony

According to the December
issue of Ladies Home Journal, 95 percent of all
Americans eventually get
married. Many of these have
elaborate weddings which
take extensive planning.
The following is a checkllst
of Important decisions which
must not be overlooked in
planning a wedding.
-Choose the type of
ceremony It wlll be and
schedule accordingly. Church
weddings should be scheduled
well in advance at the church
and with the pastor of the couple's choice. Locations should
be reserved early for civil
ceremonies as well. and arrangements should be made
well in advance with the official who will perform the
service. This should be done
as early as possible, because
nothing else can be planned
without having a date and
location in mind.
-Choose attendants wisely. At least one of the attendants for the bride and the.
groom should be local people
to help with wedding plans.
-Select proper attire for
bride, bridegroom and attendants as soon as the date is
set and attendants are
chosen. Reserve formal wear
early to avoid size problems.
-Choose bouquet, floral arrangements, corsages and
boutenteres.
-Nuptial music should be
chosen well in advance and
given to soloists and organists
so they can practice for the
wedding day.
-Photographers and
photography packages are

also a necessary decision to
ensure memories of the day
do not fade away .
Photographers' schedules flll
up early, especially in the
popular wedding months, so
secure one well in advance of
the wedding.

Your Ma.keupShould Be As
Speci al As The Day!
TIM• Pla<-e for tht• ( :u!'tom 1-fict•

vance so that guests have sulficient notice of the big event.

-Receptions, whether
large or small, can be tedious
to arrange. Cake, food, entertainment and facllltles should
all be carefully planned. For
larger receptions, enllstlng
-Choosing the wedding the help of caterers is
rings is one of the most tm. advisable.
portant decisions to be made.
-Honeymoons can be difTraditional gold bands to the ficult to plan. The couple
more elaborate variations should be certain to make the
are popular today.
reservations well in advance.
-Invitations, whether
printed by a local printer or
As with all things, the COU·
ordered in bulk, should be pie should plan the wedding
chosen and sent well in ad- with a budget in mind.
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GLEASON, TN.
Open 8:30-5
M on .Sat

t 901) 648-5971
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Plan aHead
.. for honeymoon
By DREW BUHLER
Reporter
Deciding where to go for
the "perfect" honeymoon can
sometimes be a d1tficult decision, but with budgeting and
careful planning the
"perfect" honeymoon escape
can become a memorable
reality.
"All couples need to decide
what their budget will be and
stick to it, " said Jackie
Weatherford , assistant
manager of Far Lands Travel
Agency, Inc., in Murray.
"You have to be realistic on
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' It's important to
make
your
reservations as
early as possible.'

Weatherford said. " The
HawaU trip costs $2,000 per
couple and includes a seven·
night stay . A seven-day
cruise in the Caribbean
averages $2,400 per couple
and no other money is needed
except for souvenlers."
Weatherford reeonnrnends
that couples place their reservations for honeymoons at
least slx months in advance of
the wedding. "Be sure to book
in plenty of time to get your
money's worth," 'she advised.
For a couple on a smaller
budget, the Executive Inn in
Paducah offers six dlffererit
bridal suites at a cost of $70
each. "Our king-size suites
have balconies that have a
river view," said Cindy Ed·
wards, reservations clerk.
"The suites have a king-size
bed, wet bar, dressing rooms
and are painted in pastel col·
ors. Room service Is also
available."
The lake area also offers
various packages tor honeymooners. Lake Barkley State
Park has honeymoon suites
that include a living and dining area. The cost is $108 per
nlght.
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where you can go on the request a king-size bed.''
For people who can afford a
amount of money you have
trip a llttle farther away from
avallable."
According to Weatherford,
two Tennessee attractions,
Gatllnburs- and Nashville. are
popular with most honeymooners from this area.
••A typical weekend in
Nashville wU1 cost a couple
anywhere from $260 to $300, ''
she said. "Sultes in Nashville
wUl run about $176 to $300.
But most people just go with a
room which costs in the
neighborhood of $49 to SM."
Cost isn't the only con- home, Hawaii is a popular
sideration, she said. "When spot. •'Most people who can
we book a room, we always afford it go to Hawall."

•

~

"All our suites book at least
a year in advance during the
summer," said Leona Boyd,
desk and reservations clerk.
"It' s important to make your
reservations as early as
possible.''
Of possible interest to
newlyweds is the newly constructed fitness center at the
state park, Boyd said. Jacuzzles , a steam room, exercise
equipment and handball
courts are now available to
all the guests.
Honeymoon suites aren't
avallable at Kenlake Resort
Park. However, according to
Gloria Peck, group activities
director, rooms with queensize beds are offered to
honeymooners.
"We probably average 50 to
75 honeymoon couples during
the year," Peck said. " All we
require is that reservations
for this time of yeq,r be made
a week in advance and during
the summer at least one
month is needed."
When planning a honeymoon, be realistic. Keep in
mind a budget, the amount of
time available to spend on a
trip and place . reservations
far in advance.
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ROSES
Cash & Carry
$35
In Paper
$29.99
Arranged & Delivered $40
CANOLABRAS
SILK ARRANGEMENTS
GREEN PLANTS for aale or rent
Special discount on
equipment when you
buy your wedding
ftowera from us.
We love to do weddings.
Your wedding Ia our pleasure
BEL AIR CENTER, MURRAY 753-0932

SP~CE

IS NOW
~V~IL~BLE
FO~ OUI<
SPI< ING BI<E~K

AND
\SPI<ING THINGS'
SUPEI<SECT IONS
F~ M~E

INFORMI\rtON:
CAL-L 762-4478
~STOP 9'f HIS
WILSON HAL-L •
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The area's newest, most unique and creative style of wedding photography.
Specializing in weddings
for your most perfect day.
For more infonnation
call

554-8652
Broyles Ave, (Off Old Mayfield Rd.)
Paducah, KY 42:001
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Bridals
Vells
Bridesmaids
Mothers' Gowns
Fl•wergirls
Pageant Gowns
Proms
Formals

\

"Building a great reputation
for unequalled selection
and veey personal service."

''2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU''
121 Bypass, Murray
1506 S. Clay St., Hopkinsville

